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This thesis describes the analyses of the rare charmless hadronic B meson decays 
B ° -* OKO and B ° -* K*+lr_, using 20.58 fb' of ee data taken at the Y(4S) 
resonance. The data were taken with the BABAR detector during its first run at 
the PEP-IT asymmetric e+e  collider. Measurements of these modes using a counting 
technique are presented with the branching fractions 13(B° -* K°) = ( 9.3±3.4(stat.)± 
1.1(syst.)) x 10-6  with a significance of 4.9a, and B(B° -* K*+ir_) = (20.8±9.3(stat.)± 
2.1(syst.)) x 10_6  with a significance of 3.0cr. For the latter, an upper limit of B(B° -+ 
K*+ir_) <38.9 x 10-6  was calculated at 90 % confidence limit. The branching fraction 
of a calibration mode was measured using the same method, B(B° -* D - -7r+) = 
(3.59 ± 0.29(stat.) ± 0.35(syst.)) x 10. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The study of the phenomenon of CF violation is currently one of the most active areas 
in experimental particle physics. Since its initial discovery in the 1960s, it has been a 
subject of intrigue. CP violation has been postulated as one of the phenomena that 
is required in order to explain the observed matter dominant universe. 
One of the difficulties in the observation of CF violation is the relatively small size of 
this effect. According to the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, CF violation 
only occurs in interactions involving the weak force. Until recently, CF violation was 
only observed in the neutral K meson system. It has been predicted, however, that 
CF violation also occurs in the B meson system, mechanisms for the generation of 
which exist in the SM. 
The number of B mesons required in order to observe CF violation in the B meson 
system, is of the order 0(10). With the advent of B meson production experiments 
known as B-factories, which are dedicated to producing large quantities of B mesons, 
it has become possible to study and observe CF violation in B meson decays. 
The initial goal of the BABAFL experiment at the PEP-IT ee collider was to study and 
observe one type of CF violation in the neutral B meson system. This CF violation 
effect arises as a result of the interference between the decays of neutral B mesons 
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with and without mixing, to a final state that is common to both the B° and B° 
mesons. The so-called Golden Mode for the measurement of this effect is the decay 
B ° -* J/i/K. This goal has now been achieved, and measurements of this effect are 
being refined by the BABAR [1] and Belle [2] experiments using larger data-sets. 
Other types of CP violation in the B meson system are now being studied at the 
BABAR experiment. These studies involve the measurement of rare B meson decays 
with branching fractions that are of the order O(10). The success of the PEP-IT 
ee collider in achieving record high luminosities, and of the BABAR detector at 
highly efficient data acquisition, has resulted in the availability of abundant data from 
B meson events for these measurements. 
This thesis presents the study of two rare charmless hadronic B meson decays at the 
BABAR experiment, which are thought to involve two different types of CP violation 
effects. The first of these, the decay B° - OKSO ,was observed by the BABAR experi-
ment in 2001, during the studies presented here. Evidence for the second, the decay 
B° -* K*+lr_, is presented in this thesis, and confirms the results previously found 
by the CLEO and Belle experiments. The data used for these studies, were taken by 
the BABAR detector during the first year of the experiment, between October 1999 
and October 2000. More data is required in order to allow studies of the possible CP 
violation effects in these decays. 
The phenomenon of CP violation is introduced in Chapter 2, with a brief explanation 
of the three types of CP violation that can occur in the K and B meson systems. The 
use of the two rare charmless hadronic modes presented here, for the study of CP viola-
tion effects, is also motivated. Chapter 3 describes the BABAR experiment and its sub-
detectors. Data acquisition and the preparation of data are described in Chapter 4, 
along with a brief introduction to the BABAR software environment. Data analysis 
techniques for the reconstruction and selection of the two modes studied are detailed 
in Chapter 5. The final results of the analyses are given in Chapter 6, with a descrip-
tion of the treatment of systematic errors. Finally, Chapter 7 presents conclusions 
drawn from the results obtained and a comparison with other results. Charge conju-
gate decay modes are implied throughout this thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Introduction to CP Violation 
2.1 Introduction 
The operations of charge-conjugation (C), parity-inversion (P), and time-reversal 
(T), are three discrete symmetries of the quantum field theories of quantum electro-
dynamics (QED) and quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD). The operations P and T 
are space-time symmetries and result in the transformations P(t, x) -* (t, -) and 
T(t, x) -4 (—t, x), respectively. Thus, the operations P and T cause the reversal of the 
handedness and the interchanging of the forward and backward light-cones, respec-
tively. The charge-conjugation operation C, replaces a particle q with its antiparticle 
. The joint operation CP, therefore, results in the replacement of q with q, and the 
reversing of the momentum and helicity of that particle. 
While the C, P, and T symmetries are all individually conserved in strong and elec-
tromagnetic processes, the C and P operations are both maximally violated in weak 
interactions. The combined operation CPT is invariant for all local quantum field 
theories, so that any violation of the operation CP would signify a violation of the T 
symmetry. 
In 1967, Sakharov postulated that one of the requirements for the matter-antimatter 
asymmetry that is observed in the universe, is the process of CF violation [3]. Within 
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the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics containing three fermion generations, it 
is possible to produce CF violation in a number of charged-current weak decays. This 
phenomenon was first observed in the decays of neutral K mesons by Christenson et 
al. in 1964 [4]. 
The first observation of CF violation in the decays of neutral B mesons was by the 
BABAR experiment in 2002 [5]. This observation was manifested in a time-dependent 
decay rate asymmetry between the B ° meson and its antiparticle the B° meson, in 
decays to charmonium final states common to both. Although the SM predicts that 
the effect of CF violation in the B meson sector is much larger than that in the kaon 
sector [6], the overall effect attributed to this mechanism is still too small to explain 
the baryon asymmetry of the universe [7, 8]. 
With the advent of B-factories, which are providing large numbers of B meson decays, 
the prospects are good for the precise measurement of time-dependent CF asymme-
tries, and for the observation of other CP violating effects. This chapter introduces 
the phenomenon of CF violation, before motivating the use of rare charmless hadronic 
B meson decays for its study. 
2.2 The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) Matrix and 
the Unitarity Triangle 
The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [9] is shown in Equation 2.1. Its 
elements, represented by Vqql,  give the couplings for the flavour changing processes 
q -+ q' for the three quark generations, where q represents the up type quarks n, c, 
and t, and q' represents the down type quarks d, s, and b. 
VdV3Vb 
Vqqj = 	Vd V 9 Kb 	. 	 (2.1) 
VtdVtsVtb 
The unitarity of the CKM matrix, given by VV = 1, leads to a number of relations 
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between its elements [10]. Three of these relations, shown in Equations 2.2, 2.3, and 
2.4, are very useful in describing the predictions of the SM. 
VudV, s + VcdV 3 + Vtd V 3 = 0. 	 (2.2) 
Vusb+VcsV+VtsV = 0. 	 (2.3) 
VudV + VdV + VtdVtb = 0. 	 (2.4) 
An excellent approximation of the CKM matrix is given by the Wolfenstein parametri-
sation [11] in terms of the four real parameters, A, A, p, and ij. This parametrisation 
of the CKM matrix is accurate to order 0(A 3 ). It is given by, 
1_2 	 A 	AA(p—i7))\ 
V 
= 	
1 - 	AA2 	J + 0(A 4 ), 	 (2.5) AA 3 (1—p—i77) —AA 2 	1 
1 where A = sinO 	0.22, and Oc  is the Cabibbo mixing angle [12]. 
A comparison of Equations 2.1 and 2.5 shows that, 
V, 	= A, 	 (2.6) 
Vb = AA2 . 	 ( 2.7) 
Using Equations 2.6 and 2.7, the parameters A and A can be experimentally deter-
mined by the measurement of the branching fractions for the semileptonic decays of 
K and B mesons, respectively. In these decays, the quark flavour changing processes 
s -* u and b -+ c take place. Both flavour changing processes are charged-current 
weak interactions involving the exchange of a W boson, and are described by the tree 
level processes shown in Figure 2.1. 
The relation in Equation 2.4 is represented in a complex plane by the Unitarity Tn-
angle shown in Figure 2.2 [13]. Of the four parameters of the Wolfenstein parametri-
sation, p and i define the real axis and the complex axis of this complex plane, respec-
tively. The Unitarity Triangle is by convention normalised to VcdVI = IAA 3 I on the 
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.s,b 	Nor 	 No 	U,  
S. 
S. 
S. s i7t  
Figure 2.1: Tree level Feynman diagram for the semileptonic decays s —+ u £ 17 and 
b —+ ct i7. 
real axis. The area represented by this triangle is a measure of the size of the effect of 
CP violation, and if non-zero, would lead to the conclusion that there exist processes 
that are not invariant under the combined charge-conjugation and parity-inversion 
operations CP [14]. 
The accuracy of the Wolfenstein parametrisation can be improved to order 0(A 6 ) [ 16]. 
This results in, 
V. = A, 	 (2.8) 
Vb = AA 2 , 	 (2.9) 
Vb = AA 3 (p — iij), 	 (2.10) 
Vtd = AA 3 (1 — p — ifl), 	 (2.11) 
IM Vd = —A 2 A 5 j, 	 (2.12) 
Tm VT 3 = — AA 477, 	 (2.13) 






0 V 	 I 	 I 
0 	 p 	 1 
7-92 	 (b) 	 7204A5 
Figure 2.2: (a) The Unitarity Triangle representing the relationship expressed in Equa-
tion 2.4, (b) normalised to IVcdVI on the real axis. (From [15]) 
where, 
= p(l - ) 2 /2) , 	 (2.14) 
= i7(1—A2 /2). 	 (2.15) 
The Unitarity Triangle is then rescaled in the ,ö-i plane. The three angles of the 
Unitarity Triangle, a, 3, and 'y,  are defined by Equations 2.16, 2.17, and 2.18, respec-
tively. 
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Table 2.1: The measured values of a subset of the parameters that are used to con-
strain the apex of the Unitarity Triangle in the plane [17]. Also shown are the 
experimental observations used for these measurements. (CL - confidence limit) 
Experimental 
Parameter 	Observation 	 Measurement 
IVbI 	semileptonic B decays, 
b —4 ut i7 
EKI 	
CF violation in 
AMB, 	B 80 - B° mixing 
mBd 	B - B° mixing 
(3.6 ± 0.7) x 10 
(2.282 ± 0.017) x 10 
> 13.1 ps-i at 95 % CL 
0.489 ± 0.008 ps-i 
CP violation in 	0.78 ± 0.08 sin 2/3 	
B ° —* J/K 
a 
= arg[--V.dV,,*bl
c1 	, (2.16)  
/3 = arg 
[_vCdvb] 	 (2.17) 
VtdVtb 
VudV *b 
7 	arg 	TI TT* 	ir—a—/3. 	 (2.18) 
Vcd Vcb 
These angles, which may be determined from studies of K and B mesons, help to 
impose constraints on the Wolfenstein parameters P and . A subset of the parameters 
that are used to constrain the apex of the normalised Unitarity Triangle is listed in 
Table 2.1 and shown as limits on the O-# plane in Figure 2.3. 









Figure 2.3: The complex p-i7 plane showing the constraints listed in Table 2.1. The 
dotted region shows these constraints imposed on the position of the apex of the 
normalised Unitarity Triangle, which is rescaled in the 5-?7 plane. (From [1 7j) 
2.3 CP Violation in Neutral K Meson Decays 
Neutral K mesons are produced in strong interactions. Their quark contents and CP 
transformations are given in Equations 2.19 and 2.20, respectively. 
	
K ° = (d.) , 	ko = (sd). 	 (2.19) 
CPK°) = (-1)IK0 ) , 	CPIK°) = (-1)IK 0 ). 	(2.20) 
The K°) and I K°) states are the flavour eigenstates of the neutral kaon system. They 
are linear combinations of the two CP eigenstates K 1 ) and 1K2 ), and are given by, 
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1 
IK °) =(IKi) + 1K2>), 	 (2.21) 
1 1k0 =( IK2) - K 1 )). 	 (2.22) 
In the absence of CP violation, the CF eigenstates would decay to the final states, 
K 1 -*irir (CP=+1), K2 -+7r7r7r (CP=-1). 	(2.23) 
The CF transformations of these CF eigenstates are given by, 
CPIK1 ) = (+1)IK 1 ), CPIK2) = (-1)1K2>. 	 (2.24) 
The kinetic energy released from the decay K1 —+ irir is much larger than that released 
from the decay K2 —+ iririr, so that the former has a much shorter lifetime. Thus, in 
the absence of CF violation, the states IK 1 ) and 1K2 ) could be referred to as Ks) 
and IKL), respectively, where the S and L subscripts refer to the short and the long 
lifetimes that they possess. The respective lifetimes of the Ks)  and IKL> states are, 
TKs = 89.35 ± 0.08 ps, and TKL = 51.7 ± 0.4 ns [17]. 
Due to the presence of CF violation, however, the observable decay eigenstates that 
are represented by IKs) and IKL>, are admixtures of the two CP eigenstates IK 1 ) and 
1K2). A small fraction of KL particles actually decay to a two pion final state, while 
the same fraction of K5 particles should decay to a three pion final state, although 
the latter is suppressed by the differential lifetime of the Ks)  and  IKL) states. The 




+ II2 (IK1) + IK2)), 	
(2.25) 
1 
IKL) = ____ 
/1 + II2 (1K2) + elKi)), 	
(2.26) 
where the quantity ë parametrises the small fraction of CF violating decays. 
The eigenstates Ks) and I Kb) represent the observed mesons K and K, respec- 
tively. In 1964, Christenson et al. discovered that a small fraction of KO mesons decay 
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11 	
K ° + 
S 
Figure 2.4: The two Feynman box diagrams that contribute to K° - K° mixing. 
to a two pion final state [4], showing for the first time that CF violation occurs in the 
neutral kaon system. 
There are, in fact, three different types of CF violation that occur in the neutral kaon 
system. The first of these is indirect CP violation. This effect occurs in the mixing 
between the K° meson and its antiparticle the k° meson. This mixing is manifested 
in weak interactions via the two Feynman box diagrams shown in Figure 2.4. The 
flavour eigenstates IK°) and Ik decay via the observable decay eigenstates IK s ) 
andIKL), each of which is an admixture of the two CF eigenstates IK1 ) and 1K2 ). 
This results in a small fraction of the Ko and KLO mesons decaying to CF violating 
final stateS. 
The second type of CF violation is known as direct CF violation, or CF violation in 
the decay amplitude. This phenomenon is evident when the amplitude A1 = ( 1 IHIK) 
for a process involving a K meson decaying to a final state f, is not equal to the 
amplitude Al = (JIHIk) for its conjugate process, where a k meson decays to the 




Finally, there is a CF violating effect in the interference between decays with and 
without mixing. In the neutral kaon system, measurements of the effects of indirect 
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and direct CF violation, intrinsically have a contribution from CP violation in the 
interference between decays with and without mixing. 
The parameter in Equations 2.25 and 2.26 is related to the parameter €, which 
is measured in experiments. € parametrises the effect of indirect CF violation and 
includes a contribution from CF violation in the interference between decays with and 
without mixing. 
Another parameter €', measures the size of a combination of the effects of direct 
CF violation and CP violation in the interference between decays with and without 
mixing. The real part of c', Re (€'), depends entirely on direct CF violation. Having 
measured €, €' can be determined from the two amplitude ratios and 7700 , where, 
- A(K -* 
	
- A(K -* +-) 
= € + € 1 , 	 ( 2.28) 
A(K -* ir°ir°) 
'000 = A(K -+ ir°r°) = € 
- 2€'. 	 (2.29) 
The effect of direct CF violation in the neutral K meson system is experimentally 
determined by the measurement of a double ratio R. This ratio is related to the ratio 
Re (€'/€) by, 
R = F(K -* 7r0 7r0 ) 1 1'(K -* irir) 
F(K -* ir°ir°) F(K 	
1 - 6 	Re (€'/€). 	(2.30) 
A non-zero measurement of Re (€'/€) = (15.3 ± 2.6) x 10 was made in 2001 [18], 
proving that there is a component of direct CP violation in the decays of neutral K 
mesons. 
2.4 CP Violation in B Meson Decays 
The SM predicts CP violating effects in the B meson sector that are analogous to 
those observed in the K meson sector. In the neutral B meson sector, there is an 
expected CP violating effect as a result of the same mixing effect observed in neutral 
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kaons. Asymmetries in the direct decays of B and B mesons to charge conjugate final 
states are also expected. CP violating effects in the interference between decays with 
and without mixing are present, and are the cause for the time-dependent decay rate 
asymmetries observed in neutral B meson decays by the BABAR experiment [5, 19] 
and the Belle experiment [20], where the final state is a CP eigenstate common to 
both the B° and B° mesons. 
2.4.1 Direct CP Violation in B Meson Decays 
As discussed in Section 2.3 and shown in Equation 2.27, direct CP violation will be 
manifest in an asymmetry between the number of decays of B mesons to a final state 
f, and the number of decays of B mesons to the charge conjugate final state 1. This 
asymmetry is given by, 
F(B -~ f) - F(B -* j) 
af=F(Bf)F(Bf). 	 (2.31) 
This effect is predicted in the decays of both neutral and charged B mesons, although 
the need to establish the flavour of the reconstructed B meson from its final state, 
means that charged B mesons provide a more favourable environment for its study [6]. 
If Af is the amplitude for the decay of B mesons to a final state f, and A1- is the 
amplitude for the decay of B mesons to the charge conjugate final state J, then, 
Af  I - I >i Ajei(öii)  I (2.32) 
A 
- >j Ae( 6 ) ' 
where Ai are the magnitudes, 	represent the weak phase terms, and e represent 
the strong phase terms, of the contributions to the amplitude for the decays. Direct 
CP violation would occur as a result of the interference between two different ampli-
tudes contributing to a decay, which have different weak phases qj,  and strong phases 
Si, and is implied by, 
(2.33) 
Ai 
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Figure 2.5: The two Feynman box diagrams that contribute to B ° - B° mixing. 
Since charged B mesons cannot mix due to charge conservation, CF asymmetries in 
charged B meson decays are solely due to direct CF violation. 
2.4.2 CP Violation in B ° - B° Mixing 
Mixing in the neutral B meson system is directly analogous to that in the neutral K 
meson system. It is represented by the sum of the two Feynman box diagrams shown 
in Figure 2.5. The contribution of the top quark to these mixing diagrams is dominant 
due to its high mass relative to the other up type quarks. The flavour eigenstates of 
the neutral Bd meson, IB°) and IB°), have definite quark contents given by, 
B ° = (di), 	O = (bd). 	 (2.34) 
Since its observation in 1987 [21, 22], B° - B° mixing has been comprehensively 
studied [17]. The B° - B° oscillation frequency is the difference in mass, LmBd, 
between the two neutral Bd meson mass eigenstates. The probability for B° - B° 
mixing is a function of LmBd  and the time difference At, between the decays of two 
coherently produced neutral Bd mesons. This probability is given by [5], 
Prob(B°B0 —+ B ° B ° or BOB°) = e_1'ktI(1 cos(I.mBdLt)), 	(2.35) 
where I' = 1 ITB 0 , and TB0 = 1.542 ± 0.016 Ps [17] is the B° lifetime. 
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Measurement of the B ° - B° oscillation frequency /mBd,  is an integral part of the 
measurement of the CP violation parameter sin 2/3, which is described in Section 
2.5. The latest measurement made by the BABAR experiment is LmBd = 0.493 ± 
0.012(stat.) ± 0.009(syst.) ps-i [23]. The value presented by the Particle Data Group is 
ImBd = 0.489 ± 0.008(total) ps-i [17]. 
The Hamiltonian used to describe B° - B° mixing in terms of the mass M and the 
width F of the neutral B meson, is given by, 
	
(BOIHIB0) = MBoo - FBoo, 
	 (2.36) 
where M and F are both 2 x 2 matrices. As a result of CPT invariance, H1 = H22 = 
M - iF/2, so that, 
H ( M—iF/2 M12—iF12/2 	
(2.37) 
M - iF 2 /2 M - iF/2 
In order for mixing to take place, the off-diagonal terms in Equation 2.37 must be 
non-zero. In addition, if CF is violated then the off-diagonal terms are not equal, so 
that M 2 =A  M12 or F 2  54 1712, or both. 
As in the neutral kaon system, the flavour eigenstates B°) and B°)  are a linear 
combination of the two CP eigenstates IB i ) and 1B2 ). The observable neutral B 
meson mass (or decay) eigenstates are an admixture of these CF eigenstates. These 
mass eigenstates are given by [24], 
1 
IBL) = pIB°) + qIB°)  II2 (1B2) 	+ IB 1 )), 	 (2.38) 
1 
IBH) = pIB°) - qIBO)= 	_____ + 	B 1 ) 	+ B2 )), 	(2.39) 
where IBL) and IBH) are the light and heavy neutral B meson mass eigenstates, 
respectively, and p and q are complex coefficients that obey, 
p1 2  + 1q12 = 1. 	 (2.40) 
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Decay without Mixing 
B ° 	 fcp 
Mix ZDecay with Mixing 
Figure 2.6: B° meson decaying to a final CP eigenstate, fcp,  with and without 
mixing. 
The quantity j in Equations 2.38 and 2.39 represents the amount of CP violation in 
mixing. If CP is conserved, Z is zero, which makes the mass eigenstates identical to 
the CP eigenstates. The relation [6], 
q2 - J.M12—iF2/2I (2.41) 
p1 - Mi2—iF12/21 
implies CP violation if, 
P 
:A 1 . 	 (2.42) 
2.4.3 CP Violation From the Interference Between B Meson Decays 
With and Without Mixing 
This type of CP violation occurs in neutral B meson decays, where the final state 
is a CP eigenstate that is common to both the B° and B° mesons. In these decays, 
therefore, it is not possible to distinguish the flavour of the neutral B meson from 
the final CP eigenstate alone. Figure 2.6 shows that a B° meson can decay to a final 
CP eigenstate after oscillating to a B° meson, decay with mixing, or directly, without 
mixing. The interference between these two processes results in CP violation known 
as CP violation from the interference between decays with and without mixing. 
At the Y(4S) resonance, BB meson pairs are produced coherently. The flavour of one 
of the neutral B mesons may be determined from its final state decay products at 
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some time to . This process is known as tagging the flavour of that B meson, which is 
then known as the tagging B meson. The other neutral B meson, the tagged B meson, 
then needs to be fully reconstructed into a final CP eigenstate at some time t later, or 
earlier. An asymmetry between the number of decays of the two time evolved charge 
conjugate states, as a function of the time difference At = It - toe, would signify CP 
violation as a result of interference between decays with and without mixing. 
The quantity of interest for the study of this effect is the complex parameter A, which 
is defined by, 
A = q Ai 
p Afcp  
(2.43) 
The complex coefficients p and q were introduced in Section 2.4.2, and A and A were 
defined in Section 2.4.1. The subscript fcp represents the final CP eigenstate that is 
common to both the B° and B° mesons. 
CP violation in this regime is implied by, 
Al 	1, 
	 (2.44) 
if there is direct CF violation, from Equation 2.33, or if there is indirect CP violation, 
from Equation 2.42. Alternatively, 
IAI=1, Im(A)0O. 	 (2.45) 
implies the absence of direct and indirect CF violation, in which case there is CP 
violation due to the interference between decays with and without mixing. 
2.5 Measurement of sin 2j3 with B ° —+ J/'1f,K 
The Golden Mode for the determination of the angle /3 of the Unitarity Triangle is 
the decay B ° -* J/&K, where J/ -* 11 and K -+ 7t7t. The CP violation effect 
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Figure 2.7: Tree level diagram for the decay B° - J/,bK. 
studied with this mode is that from the interference between B meson decays with 
and without mixing. This effect was described in Section 2.4.3, and its measurement 
by the BABAR experiment is described in reference [5]. 
The amplitude for B ° —+ J10KS0 has a dominant contribution from the tree level 
diagram shown in Figure 2.7. Any other contributing processes to this final state are 
heavily Cabibbo suppressed, so that any interference between different contributions 
that may result in direct CP violation, is negligible. This effective single contribution 
means that this is a clean mode for the measurement of CP violation as a result of the 
interference between decays with and without mixing. This case is true for any neutral 
B meson decay to a CP eigenstate that has a single contribution to its amplitude. 
The time-dependent CP violating asymmetry acp(Lt) is given by [5], 
- 




f+ (At) + f_(t)' 
where f (Lit) and f_ (At) are the distributions of the time-dependent decay rate for the 
final CP eigenstate, when the tagging B meson is a B° or a B° meson, respectively. 
Neglecting time resolution and mistagging rates, acp is given by [5], 
acp(At) = ifcp sin 213 sin(LmB d At) , 	 (2.47) 
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where ifcp  is the CF eigenvalue of the final CP eigenstate. The mass difference 
1 mBd and time difference At were introduced in Section 2.4.2. 
The flavour of the tagging B meson is determined from the charge of highly energetic 
electrons, muons, and kaons, or from soft-pions from D*  meson decays. The observed 
asymmetry is reduced by a dilution factor D = (1 — 2w), where w is the mistag 
fraction. The vertex of the tagging B meson is determined by fitting all of the tracks 
that were not used in the reconstruction of the tagged B meson to the CP eigenstate, 
to a common vertex. The uncertainty of the position of this vertex dominates the At 
resolution. 
A value of sin 23 that is significantly different from zero would prove the existence of 
CP violation in the B meson system. The BABAR experiment was the first to make this 
measurement [5] and the value obtained, sin 20 = 0.59 ± 0.14(stat.) ±0.05(syst.), estab-
lished the existence of CP violation in the neutral B meson system. This measurement 
was made using the mode B° —+ J/'bK and other modes including, B ° —* 
B° —* J/bK, B° —+ xiK, and B° —+ J/K*o (where K*O 	Kir° ). The latest 
result from the BABAR experiment is sin 20 = 0.741 ± 0.067(stat.) ± 0.033(syst.) [19]. 
2.6 CP Violation in Rare Charmless Hadronic B Meson 
Decays 
Rare charmless hadronic B meson decays with a one-loop Feynman diagram contri-
bution, such as that shown in Figure 2.8 for B ° —* OK SO , provide a rich environment 
for the study of CP violation in the B meson system [25]. These one-loop diagrams 
are commonly known as penguin diagrams [25, 26]. They are particularly interesting 
for the study of direct CF violation effects, which are expected from the interference 
between penguin and tree level contributions to the same mode, especially if these 
contributions have comparable amplitudes. 
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Figure 2.8: Penguin diagram for the decay B° -+ 
2.6.1 Measurement of sin 2/3 with B° -+ OKO 
An alternative mode for the measurement of sin 23 is B ° -* qK [27], where 
K+K and K -* irr. The only contribution to the amplitude of this CF eigen-
state is from the gluonic penguin diagram shown in Figure 2.8 [28, 29]. Having a single 
contribution to its amplitude, this final state provides an interesting cross-check of the 
measurement made using the decay B ° -+ J/K, which only has a tree level con-
tribution to its amplitude. Such a comparison may yield an insight into any internal 
processes of the penguin loop, such as hidden Higgs or supersymmetric processes, 
which may lead to new physics [30, 31]. 
The procedure for the measurement of sin 2/3 using B° -+ OKSO is the same as that 
outlined in Section 2.5 for the Golden Mode B° -* J//'K [5]. 
2.6.2 Direct CP Violation in B° -+ K*+ir _ 
Decays of B mesons to final states that have contributions from both penguin and tree 
level diagrams, may exhibit direct CF violation as a result of the interference between 
the respective weak and strong phases of these contributions [32, 33]. Theoretically, 
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Figure 2.9: Penguin (left) and tree level (right) diagrams for the decay B° —~ K*+ . 
these effects are difficult to estimate due to hadronic uncertainties in determining 
strong phases. Measurements of such modes would contribute to the study of di-
rect CP violation and help in understanding the relative magnitudes of the different 
contributions. 
Recent measurements of the branching fractions of B meson decays to K71 and irir 
final states [34, 35, 36] may indicate considerable gluonic penguin contributions to 
B —* Kit decays, and that the penguin and tree level contributions to these modes may 
be comparable in amplitude. This means that these modes may exhibit large direct 
CP violation effects as a result of interference between the phases of the penguin and 
tree level contributions. If this is true, the mode B ° —* K*+It _ may be suitable for the 
measurement of direct CP violation effects. This mode has contributions from both 
the penguin and tree level diagrams shown in Figure 2.9. Though model dependent, 
direct CF violation effects in this mode are predicted to be large [33]. 
Chapter 3 
The BABAR Experiment 
3.1 The PEP-Il Asymmetric ee Collider 
The BABAR experiment is based at the PEP-TI asymmetric B-factory [37]. PEP-II is 
an upgrade of the original PEP (Positron-Electron Project) facility at the Stanford 
Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). This high luminosity ee collider stores 9.0 GeV 
electrons and 3.1 GeV positrons in two storage rings, which are positioned approxi-
mately one metre apart and placed one above the other. The SLAC linear accelerator 
is used as the injector for both beams. Figure 3.1 shows the position of the BABAR 
detector with respect to the PEP-TI storage rings and the linear accelerator (linac). 
The ee beams collide head-on at the interaction point (IP) within the BABAR de-
tector. The beams are tuned, so that the centre-of-mass energy of the collisions is at 
the T(4S) resonance mass, nominally 10.58 GeV [17]. The T(4S) meson is assumed to 
decay exclusively to equal amounts of B°B° and B+B  meson pairs. The production 
of B mesons is coherent, resulting in correlated BB pairs. In addition to generating 
no combinatorial backgrounds from unwanted fragmentation products, B meson pro-
duction at the Y(4S) resonance gives rise to kinematic constraints on the B meson 
system, which help in suppressing continuum backgrounds. 
The collision events are Lorentz boosted forward in the laboratory frame, in the di- 
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Figure 3.1: The SLAG linear accelerator (linac), PEP-11 storage rings, and the location 
of the BABAR detector. 
rection of the e beam, with a boost factor of 0-y = 0.56. Since in the centre-of-mass 
system the BB mesons would be produced essentially at rest, the boost is crucial in 
order to separate the decay vertices of the B and E mesons for the measurement of 
time-dependent decay rate asymmetries. 
Approximately 13% of the recorded data is taken at a centre-of-mass energy that is 40 
MeV below the threshold for BB production at the 7(4S) resonance. This is to provide 
real data for studies of continuum backgrounds from uü, di, cë, and .së production. 
These continuum backgrounds are the major contributors to the background in studies 
of rare charmless hadronic B meson decays. 
The absolute luminosity of PEP-Il is calculated by measuring the production rate 
of lepton pairs. This is done by selecting e+e  and pair events, and then 
normalising the number observed to the selection efficiencies obtained for these events 
from Monte Carlo data. To ensure that data is taken with a large e+e  T(4S) cross-
section, the centre-of-mass energy is monitored by observing the rate of hadronic BB 
events and normalising this to the measured luminosity and the Monte Carlo efficiency 
for the selection of these events. 
With a peak instantaneous luminosity of 3.1 x 1033 CM-2  s, PEP-Il surpassed its 
design luminosity of 3.0 x 1033 CM-2  s 1 and broke the world luminosity record for 
an e+e  collider during the first run of the BABAFt experiment. The maximum daily 
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integrated luminosity recorded by the BABAR detector during its first run, between 
October 1999 and the end of October 2000, was 152.5 pb'. The data used in the 
analyses presented here were acquired during this period. These data consist of 20.58 
th' of data taken near the T(4S) resonance mass, and 2.61 fb' of data acquired below 
the Y(4S) resonance mass for the study of continuum backgrounds. 
The future goal for the PEP-IT machine is to increase its instantaneous luminosity to 
1.5 x 10  CM-2 by increasing both the beam currents and the number of bunches 
in the beams. It is expected that by the end of the year 2005, a projected 500 fb - ' of 
Y(4S) data will be available for analysis. 
A detailed description of the design of PEP-II and an account of its performance, are 
given in references [38] and [39]. 
3.2 Overview of the BABAR Detector 
In order to obtain maximum coverage of the boosted Y(4S) events in the labora-
tory frame, the BABAR detector has an asymmetric design along the direction of the 
beams. For example, the electromagnetic calorimeter only has a forward end-cap, 
and the read-out electronics of the drift chamber are placed at the backward end of 
the detector. In addition, Figure 3.2 shows that the centre of the BABAR detector is 
shifted by 370 mm from the IP, in the direction of the more energetic e beam. 
Apart from the forward-backward asymmetry of the detector, it has the conventional 
onion shell design used for colliding beam experiments. In this scheme, layers of 
active subdetectors are arranged concentrically around the IP for particle detection 
and identification (ID). 
BABAR's innermost sub-system is the Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT). The SVT is a 
dedicated five layer system for the precision reconstruction of decay vertices. This 
detector also provides the main information for the measurement and reconstruction 
of low momentum tracks. 
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Figure 3.2: Longitudinal cross-section through the BABAR detector. All dimensions 
are in millimetres. (From [1]) 
The Drift Chamber (DCH), which surrounds the SVT, is the main tracking system of 
the BABAR detector. All of the tracking information necessary for the reconstruction 
of the decay modes presented here, is provided by the SVT and the DCH. In addition, 
these sub-detectors provide dE/dx measurements, which are the only means by which 
to obtain particle ID for tracks with transverse momenta below 700 MeV/c. 
A unique feature of the BABAFt detector is its dedicated particle ID sub-system, which 
is known as the Detector of Internally Reflected Cherenkov Light (DIRC). This system 
provides a separation between kaons and pions of better than 4a for track momenta 
between 700 MeV/c and 3 GeV/c, and better than 2.5or for track momenta of up 
to 4.5 GeV/c. This separation is approximately lOu for tracks with momenta of 2 
GeV/c. The DIRC is vital for the study of rare charmless hadronic B meson decays, 
where combinatorial backgrounds due to misidentified tracks are high. 
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Figure 3.3: Forward end view of the BABAR detector with the electromagnetic 
calorimeter's forward end-cap removed. All dimensions are in millimetres. (From 11]) 
The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMC) is composed of Thallium-doped Caesium 
Iodide (CsI(Tl)) scintillator crystals in a barrel section and a forward end-cap section. 
Photon energies are measured and electrons are detected and identified in the EMC. 
The Instrumented Flux Return (IFR) is the outermost sub-system of the BABAR detec-
tor. The IFR uses thin, planar, gas filled resistive plate chambers (RPC) for its active 
detector elements. The IFR is BABAR's muon detector. It also provides signatures for 
neutral hadrons such as KLO mesons. The RPCs are interleaved with the segmented 
steel flux return of the BABAR magnet, which consists of a barrel and forward and 
backward end-cap sections. 
A full account of the BABAR detector with performance details of its individual sub-
systems, up to the end of the 1999-2000 run, is given in reference [1]. The same 
reference was used in addition to references [15] and [40], for the descriptions given in 
Sections 3.3 through 3.9. 
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3.3 The Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) 
The SVT serves the dual purposes of vertexing and tracking. It provides the only 
means by which to reconstruct tracks with transverse momenta of less than 120 MeV/c. 
For tracking, where any precision of information obtained far from the IP is compro-
mised by multiple scattering, the SVT plays a crucial role in providing the required 
resolution for the angle of the tracks with respect to the IP. 
During the first run of the BABAR experiment, an SVT hit reconstruction efficiency of 
97% was obtained using u+jf  pair events. This was done by comparing the number of 
hits observed in each module, to that of the tracks passing through it. The longitudinal 
(z) and azimuthal (0) spatial resolution of SVT hits is shown in microns in Figure 3.4. 
The spatial resolutions are obtained by measuring the distance between SVT hits and 
track trajectories in the plane of the SVT modules, after subtracting uncertainties in 
the track trajectories. 
As a vertex detector, the SVT needs to provide vertex resolutions of better than 80 Pm 
along the beam axis, and of the order of 100 pm perpendicular to the beam direction. 
These limits are necessary for the precise measurement of the relative decay lengths 
of the B° and B° mesons for studies of time-dependent CP asymmetries. Further, 
good vertexing resolution of the SVT will enable precise determination of secondary 
decay vertices, and therefore, the measurement of the flight lengths of secondary 
decay products, which is crucial for their identification in the decay chain. For the 
measurement of the branching fractions presented here, where Kso mesons decay to 
two charged pions, the precision determination of the flight length of the KO meson 
resulted in a significant reduction of combinatorial backgrounds. 
The SVT can make up to ten dE/dx measurements for each track. This information 
can be used to achieve a 2a separation between kaons and pions with momenta up to 
500 MeV/c. 
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Figure 3.4: a) The longitudinal (z) and b) azimuthal (q)  spatial resolutions of SVT 
hits in microns. The track incidence angle in the 0 coordinate is smaller for layers 4 
and 5, resulting in fewer points. (From 11]) 
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3.3.1 The SVT Design 
The layout of the SVT is shown in Figure 3.5. It consists of five concentrically arranged 
cylindrical layers, each with double-sided active silicon sensors. The silicon strips on 
opposite sides of each layer are arranged orthogonally to provide z and 0 readout. 
There are approximately 150,000 readout channels in the SVT. 
This sub-detector is mounted within a tube on the support structure of the PEP-IT 
beam pipe, and is independent from the rest of the BABAR detector. This arrangement 
requires careful monitoring of the movement of the SVT with respect to the rest of 
the detector, in particular, the DCH. Alignment data are required to correct for the 
relative movement of the SVT, to enable precision track matching with the rest of the 
BABAR detector. The movement of the SVT with respect to the Bi magnets, which 
are shown in Figure 3.2, and the position of the support tube with respect to the 
DCH, are monitored using a system of capacitive sensors and by reconstructing e+e 
and pair events. 
The three innermost SVT layers, which are the most important for vertexing, are 
straight sections, while the outer two layers are arch shaped. The latter allow max-
imum possible coverage while minimising the track incidence angles at the edges of 
the SVT's acceptance. The solid angle coverage of this sub-detector is limited in the 
forward and backward directions by the beam's Bi steering dipole magnets. In order 
to satisfy the design of the five layers, six different types of silicon sensors were em-
ployed. Each layer is divided into forward and backward halves that are read out by 
front-end electronics (FEE) at each end, respectively. 
3.4 The Drift Chamber (DCH) 
BABAR's DCH is sandwiched between the support tube that houses the SVT, and 
the quartz radiator bars of the DIRC particle ID sub-detector. Longitudinally, it 
is positioned asymmetrically with respect to the IP to maximise event coverage in 
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Figure 3.5: Top half of a longitudinal cross-section (top) and schematic of a trans-
verse cross-section (bottom) through the SVT. The Roman numerals indicate the six 
different types of silicon sensors employed. (From [1]) 
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Figure  3.6: Longitudinal cross-section through the DCH, showing the main dimensions 
in millimetres and the forward-backward asymmetry with respect to the IP. (From [1]) 
the centre-of-mass frame. Figure 3.6 shows the dimensions of this sub-detector in 
millimetres. 
The DCH is the main tracking system of the BABAR detector and provides transverse 
momentum measurements for charged particles. In addition, it is used to determine 
track angles at the entrance to the DIRC, which are needed for the measurement 
of the Cherenkov angle for particle ID. The DCH allows reconstruction of vertices 
outside the SVT by determining the longitudinal position of tracks using stereo layers 
of sense wires. These stereo layers are positioned at varying angles with respect to the 
detector's longitudinal axis. The determination of the decay vertices of Kso mesons by 
the DCH, supplements that from the SVT, for their identification using flight length 
measurement information. 
Two track parameters, d0 and z0, measured at the point of closest approach to the 
z-axis, represent the distance of a track from the origin of the coordinate system in the 
x-y plane and along the z-axis, respectively. The difference between these parameters 
and the coordinates of the vertex of the remaining tracks in the event, is used as the 
resolution on these parameters. These resolutions are dependent on the transverse 
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Figure 3.7: Resolution of the measured transverse momentum, a pe /pt, as a function 
of the transverse momentum Pt  in the DCH. (From [1]) 
= 40 pm. were measured for hadronic events. 
The resolution of the measured transverse momentum, 	/Pt,  is determined using 
cosmic ray muons that traverse both the DCH and the SVT. For Pt  measured in 
GeV/c, this resolution is shown in Figure 3.7 and is given by, 
Pt 
= (0.13 ± 0.01)% Pt  + (0.45 ± 0.03)%. 	 (3.1) 
By measuring dE/dx for tracks, the DCH provides particle ID in the barrel region in 
conjunction with the DIRC. For the extreme forward and backward tracks, however, 
the DCH is the main sub-detector for particle ID. Figure 3.8 shows the measured 
dE/dx, which has been corrected for a number of physical effects, as a function of 
track momentum. The difference between the measured and the expected dE/dx for 
electrons from Bhabha scattering is shown in Figure 3.9. An rms resolution of approx-
imately 7.5% was achieved for the data from the first run of the BABAR experiment. 
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Figure 3.8: Corrected DCH dE/dx measurements as a function of momentum, for a 
sample of data obtained using beam background triggers. The Bethe-Bloch fits are 
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Figure 3.9: The difference between the measured and expected dE/dx for electrons 
from Bhabha scattering, with the DCH operating at a sense wire voltage of 1900 V. 
(From [1]) 
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3.4.1 The DCH Design 
The DCH has 7,104 hexagonal cells corresponding to the same number of readout 
channels. Each hexagonal cell has a sense wire in the middle of the cell, which is 
surrounded by six field-shaping wires. Figure 3.10 shows the arrangement of these 
cells into 40 concentric layers, which are divided into ten concentric super-layers. The 
boundaries of the super-layers are divided by field-shaping guard wires, so that the 
cells on the edges of the super-layers have one regular field-shaping wire replaced by 
two guard wires. There are four axial (A) super-layers and six stereo (U and V) super-
layers that are longitudinally arranged at varying angles with respect to the A layers. 
This setup allows the longitudinal position of tracks to be ascertained to within 1 mm. 
The design and choice of components for the DCH have been optimised to reduce 
multiple scattering. In particular, an 80:20 mixture of helium:isobutane gas is used in 
the chamber in order to improve momentum resolution and to obtain the best match 
to SVT tracks. In addition, the mechanical components have been chosen in order 
to reduce the amount of material in front of the DIRC, the EMC, and the IFR sub-
systems. Part of the forward end-plate, which covers the acceptance of the EMC's 
end-cap, is made thinner, and the inside and outside cylindrical walls are made of 1 
mm beryllium and a carbon-composite material, respectively. The front-end readout 
electronics and high voltage (HV) supply are mounted on the backward end-plate of 
the DCII. 
Although the DCII was designed to work with a sense wire operating voltage of 
1960 V, this voltage was reduced to 1900 V for the first part of the data acquired 
during the first run of the experiment. This measure was taken out of concern for a 
small region of the chamber that was damaged during the commissioning phase of the 
detector. The damage affects 10.4% of superlayer 5 and 4.2% of superlayer 6. At the 
design voltage of 1960 V, an average track reconstruction efficiency of 98 ± 1% was 
obtained for tracks with Pt ~! 200 MeV/c and polar angle 0 > 500 mrad. For tracks 
at normal incidence, a 5% drop in efficiency was observed for the reduced operating 
voltage of 1900 V. 
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Figure 3.10: Transverse cross-sections through the DGH, showing a segment of the 
40 layers of hexagonal cells that are arranged into 10 super-layers (left), and the four 
innermost super-layers (right). The cell boundaries and the angles of the stereo layers 
in mrad, are shown in the latter. (From 11]) 
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3.5 The Detector of Internally Reflected Cherenkov Light 
(DIRC) 
The ability to successfully identify tracks as particles of a particular type, and in 
particular to separate those charged particles with high multiplicity, namely pions and 
kaons, is of the utmost importance for measuring CF asymmetries in the B meson 
system. In addition, the importance of particle identification cannot be overstated in 
the reconstruction of rare hadronic decays, where combinatorial backgrounds due to 
track misidentification are prominent. In the measurements described here, where the 
hadronic final states include only charged pions and kaons, the separation of these 
particles with low misidentification rates is critical. The DIRC was designed with this 
purpose in mind. 
The DIRC is a new type of particle ID detector that is based on the principle of 
Cherenkov radiation. Figure 3.11 shows that when relativistic charged particles tra-
verse the DIRC's quartz radiator bars with 3 > 1/n (where n = 1.473 is the index of 
refraction of the quartz), cones of Cherenkov light are emitted. Some of the photons 
from these cones of light fall within the total internal reflection limit of the radiator 
bars, which also act as light guides, and are transported within them. Having been 
focused by an optical wedge and transported through an expansion tank of purified 
water called the standoff box, these photons are imaged onto an array of closely packed 
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) at the backward end of the detector. Cherenkov light 
travelling to the forward end is reflected to the instrumented backward end by a mirror 
at the forward end of each radiator bar. 
The ability of the DIRC to provide information on the difference between the measured 
and the expected photon arrival times, helps in suppressing beam induced background 
hits and assigning signal photons to the tracks that produced them in the event. This 
ability is also used to resolve forward-backward ambiguities. 
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the DIRC sub-detector, showing the fused silica radiator 
bar, which is used to transport the Cherenkov photons emitted within it, the optical 
wedge, which is used to focus the photons onto the PMT array, and a region of the 
expansion tank of purified water with the array of imaging PMTs. Note that, in 
contrast to previous figures of the BABAR detector, the e beam is travelling to the 
left in this diagram. (From 11]) 
3.5.1 The DIRC Design 
The DIRC's radiator bars are made from synthetic fused silica, which has an index of 
refraction of n = 1.473. Each bar is 17 mm thick and 35 mm wide in cross-section, 
and is comprised of four sections that are glued end-to-end for a total length of 4.9 
m. Hermetically sealed bar boxes are used to house 12 radiator bars arranged next to 
each other as shown in Figure 3.12. There are twelve bar boxes, which are arranged 
into a polygonal barrel between the DCH and the EMC sub-systems. 
The PMTs are arranged on the outside wall of the standoff box as shown in Figures 
3.11 and 3.13. There are 12 PMT sectors each instrumented with 896 PMTs in a close 
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Figure 3.12: Cross-section through a DIRC bar box, which houses 12 radiator bars. 
All dimensions are in millimetres. (From 11]) 
packed configuration. The PMTs are magnetically shielded by an iron shield, which 
is enhanced by a bucking coil. 
3.5.2 Particle Identification 
An unbinned maximum likelihood method is employed to combine all of the space and 
timing measurements provided by the DIRC, in order to determine a particle hypoth-
esis for each track. It is possible to maximise the likelihood for a given hypothesis for 
each track to be any of the following, e, i, ir, K, or p. In turn, the likelihood for the 
entire event is maximised iteratively by setting different hypotheses for each track. 
The primary task is to associate the pattern formed by the Cherenkov photons with 
a track whose momentum and direction are determined by the tracking system, and 
then to measure the Cherenkov angle due to that track. Once this information is 
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Figure 3.13: Longitudinal cross-section through the DIRC sub-detector, showing the 
radiator bars (Quartz Bars) and the expansion tank (Stand Off Box) with the array 
of PMTs. Also shown is the relative position of the DCH. All dimensions are in 
millimetres. (From 11]) 
determined, a particle hypothesis can be assigned to that track using the maximum 
likelihood method. 
The expected pion-kaon separation of the DIRC as a function of the transverse track 
momentum Pt,  is shown in Figure 3.14 for B° -* 7r + 7r  events. This figure shows 
a separation of 4.2a between pions and kaons at Pt = 3 GeV. Figure 3.15 shows 
the efficiencies for correctly identifying kaons and misidentifying pions as kaons, for 
a control sample of D° -* K r+ decays that were selected kinematically from D*+ 
meson decays. The average efficiencies for kaon selection and pion misidentification 
are 96.2 ± 0.2% and 2.1 ± 0.1%, respectively. 
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Figure 3.14: The expected pion-kaon separation for B° —+ ir+ ir  events, inferred from 
DIFtC studies using i7i pair events. (From [1]) 
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Figure 3.15: The efficiencies for kaon selection and the misidentification of pions 
as kaons, is shown for a control sample of D°  — K 7r+ decays that were selected 
kinematically from D*+  meson decays. (From 11]) 
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The EMC is designed for the detection of photons, and hence, the reconstruction of 
7r 0  and q mesons, and for the identification of electrons and neutral hadrons. Good 
energy resolution is required to enable the detection and reconstruction of particles 
over a range of energies, from soft-7r 0 mesons from D*  meson decays, to high energy 
photons and the 7r 0 and i mesons from rare B decay processes. In addition, high 
spatial resolution is required for the angular resolution of photons, especially from the 
decays of high energy 7r 0 and i mesons. 
3.6.1 The EMC Design 
The EMC consists of highly segmented barrel and end-cap sections of Thallium-doped 
Caesium Iodide (CsI(Tl)) scintillator crystals. There are 5,760 crystals arranged in 
48 azimuthal rings in the barrel, and 820 crystals arranged in 8 rings in the forward 
conical end-cap. The crystals are trapezoidal and are produced in a variety of lengths 
and transverse dimensions. This is to limit shower leakage and to accommodate the 
required geometry of the EMC, with the longitudinal axis of each crystal pointing to-
ward one point, which is slightly offset from the IP. Figure 3.16 shows the arrangement 
of the crystals in the barrel and forward end-cap sections. The end-cap is vertically 
split into two halves that can be moved out to allow access to the central part of the 
detector. 
Each crystal is polished and wrapped using a reflective Tyvek material to aid light 
transport. Aluminium foil is used to provide radio-frequency (RF) shielding and a 
Mylar wrapping is used to provide electrical insulation. Each crystal is read out by 
two silicon PIN photodiodes and a local preamplifier circuit, which are arranged on 
the back-end of the crystal. The signals from the PIN photodiodes are averaged to 
provide an energy measurement. Figure 3.17 shows the schematic of a single crystal 
and its readout system. 
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Figure 3.16: Top half of a longitudinal cross-section through the EMC, showing the 
arrangement of the 48 barrel and the 8 forward end-cap rings. The EMC is azimuthally 
symmetric. All dimensions are in millimetres. (From [1]) 
3.6.2. Candidate. Selection 
Candidates in the EMC are reconstructed from clusters of neighbouring crystals that 
have energy deposited in them. Local maxima of energy deposits within clusters are 
identified as bumps, with one or more bumps per cluster. The centroid of a bump 
can be determined from the weighted sum of the energies in neighbouring crystals. 
The determination of the weights for each crystal, and hence the centroid position, is 
an iterative process. Bumps and tracks may be matched by projecting tracks to the 
EMC face. This match is successful if the distance between the centroid of a bump 
and the track is consistent with the angle and momentum of the track, according to 
predetermined criteria. 
Photons are identified as bumps that are not associated with any tracks and have a 
symmetrical shower shape about the bump indicating an electromagnetic interaction. 
The shower shape is determined using the lateral moment (LAT) of the shower, which 
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Figure 3.17: Schematic diagram of a single CsI(Tl) crystal, showing the readout sys-
tem (the two PIN photodiodes and the preamplifier board) and the various layers of 
wrapping. (From [1]) 
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i=3 
where r2 and R0 are defined in Figure 3.18, and E2 is the energy deposited in crystal 
i. The LAT is small for electromagnetic showers, which deposit their energy symmet-
rically. 
The energy dependent photon energy resolution, , was determined using a number 
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Figure 3.18: Schematic diagram of an EMG cluster, showing the definitions of ri and 
R0. (From [15]) 
of methods. For energies below 2 GeV, the mass resolution of ir 0 and 77 mesons decay-
ing to two photons of similar energy was studied. In addition, the decay Xci  (1P) _+ 
'yJ1(1S) provided a photon energy resolution measurement for an average energy of 
500 MeV, while the measurement for higher energy photons were made using Bhabha 
scattering events. For the energy E measured in GeV, a fit to these data results in a 
resolution of, 
CrE  - (2.32 ± 0.30)% ED (1.85 ± 0.12)%. 	 (3.3) 
E 
Electrons are identified by measuring the ratio of their shower energy to their track 
momentum, E/p. This quantity is close to one for electrons, since they deposit al-
most all of their energy in the EMC. The LAT is also used to discriminate between 
electrons, which produce symmetrical electromagnetic showers, and charged hadrons. 
For a candidate that is identified as an electron by the EMC, the dE/dx energy loss 
measurement from the DCII and the Cherenkov angle measurement from the DIRC 
must also be consistent with those for an electron. 
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For the measurement of charged track momenta, a superconducting solenoid is used 
to provide a 1.5 T magnetic field in the direction of the detector's z-axis. The z-axis 
is offset in the horizontal plane by approximately 20 mrad from the direction of the 
e beam. This offset between the detector axis and the beam direction is used in the 
separation of the e+  and e beams. 
The steel flux return of the magnet together with a bucking coil in the backward end, 
serve to provide a uniform longitudinal field within the tracking volume of the BABAR 
detector. The radial field gradient must be small in order for the beam steering and 
focusing magnets to perform optimally. 
3.8 The Instrumented Flux Return (IFR) 
The outermost sub-system of the BABAR detector is the IFR. This sub-detector makes 
use of the multilayered steel flux return of the BABAR magnet as an absorber of 
hadrons, to allow only muons to pass through. It is the muon identifier of the BABAR 
detector. The IFR is also used to detect neutral hadrons such as K O mesons. 
Figure 3.19 shows the steel flux return of the magnet, which is arranged into a barrel 
section and two end door sections. Each of the end door sections is vertically divided 
into two halves that can be separated to allow access to the inner detector. The barrel 
and the end door sections are made up of layers of steel, which are interleaved with 19 
and 18 layers, respectively, of gas filled planar RPC detectors. The RPCs provide two 
dimensional readout of streamers from ionising charged particles that traverse the gas 
in the chamber. A schematic of the RPC cross-section is shown in Figure 3.20. 
In addition to the planar RPCs that are interleaved with the layers of the steel flux 
return, there are two layers of cylindrical RPCs around the EMC to detect particles 
exiting the EMC. 












Figure 3.19: The IFR barrel and forward (FW) and backward (BW) end door sections, 
showing the layers of steel of varying thickness. The dimensions of the RPG detectors 
are shown in millimetres. (From 11]) 
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Figure 3.20: Schematic diagram of the cross-section through the planar RPCs used in 
the IFR. (From [1]) 
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three-dimensional clusters of hits and their association to track information from the 
tracking systems. Various algorithms provide selection criteria, which are applied for 
the identification of muons and charged hadrons for track matched clusters. Neutral 
hadrons, including K O mesons, are identified as clusters with no associated tracks. 
Although energy information is not available from the clusters, it is possible to iden-
tify particles from a particular decay by comparison of the missing momentum from 
that decay and the direction of the cluster as determined from the IP. 
3.9 The BABAR Trigger System 
The BABAR trigger system is designed to select BB events with an efficiency of over 
99%, while rejecting unwanted background events. It is implemented in two stages, 
the Level 1 (Li) trigger in hardware, and the Level 3 (L3) trigger in software. There 
is as yet no Level 2 (L2) trigger, but this is a designed redundancy stage that may be 
necessary when the machine luminosity is increased beyond current design limits. 
At the design luminosity of 3.0 x 1033 CM-2  s 1 and a centre-of-mass energy of 10.58 
GeV, the typical machine induced background rate is about 20 kHz, while the rate for 
bb production is 3.2 Hz. The Li trigger efficiency for bb events is 100% with an overall 
output rate of up to 2 kHz. The L3 trigger filters physics events from the output of 
the Li trigger with an acceptance rate of approximately 90 Hz. 
The Li trigger is based on three independent triggers. These are, the Drift Cham-
ber Trigger (DCT), the Electromagnetic Calorimeter Trigger (EMT), and the Instru-
mented Flux Return Trigger (IFT). The latter acts as a muon trigger for cosmic ray 
and pp pair events. Information on the location and energy of tracks and en-
ergy deposits is sent from these triggers to a Global Level 1 Trigger (GLT), and is 
summarised into predefined triggers that are designed to select specific physics events. 
The predefined triggers can contain information from either of the DCT or EMT, or 
from a mixture of different triggers. This information is passed to a Fast Control 
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and Timing System (FCTS), where the final trigger decisions are made for event 
selection. The predefined triggers are made up of especially defined trigger primitives 
(or criteria) from the DCT, EMT, and IFT, with adjustable thresholds set for each 
primitive. Trigger primitives for the DCT are defined by track lengths and momenta, 
for the EMT by energy deposits with various topologies and energy thresholds, and 
for the IFT by the number of signals with various topologies. 
The L3 trigger selects events 'from the output of the Li trigger using information 
from the FCTS. The L3 selection process is based on entire event data, which are 
used to construct selection criteria such as total event energy and track multiplicity, 
using specific tracking and calorimeter clustering algorithms. These selection criteria 
are logically combined to determine a pass or fail condition for each event. The L3 
software filters use the standard data analysis framework used in BABAR for offline 
analysis. It is possible, therefore, to include any analysis code in the L3 filtering 
process for the selection of specially defined physics events. 
Chapter 4 
The BABAR Software and Data 
4.1 The BABAR Software Environment 
The BABAR software environment is divided into the online and offline systems. The 
online environment is the amalgamation of the sub-systems that provide real-time 
detector control and calibration, and data acquisition, monitoring, and processing. 
The offline environment consists of the physics tools that are available for the filtering 
of data and data reconstruction and analysis. Both environments are based on an 
object-oriented (00) design architecture using the C++ programming language. The 
code is divided into specific modules, each of which performs a particular task. Due to 
the homogeneity of the online and offline systems, physics application tools developed 
in the offline environment can be easily implemented in the online environment. 
Although the online system consists mostly of 00 based C++ code developed within 
BABAR, parts of the system make use of other available software. These include the 
Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) [41], which is used as 
the interface for detector control, and the Java Analysis Studio (JAS) [42], which is 
used as the interface for data quality monitoring. 
High level data analysis can be undertaken using the ROOT Object-Oriented Data 
Analysis Framework [43], which is based on the C++ programming language, or the 
LLJ 
C. 
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Physics Analysis Workstation (PAW) software package [44], which is based on the 
Fortran programming language. Both of these packages are available from the CERN 
Program Library and include interfaces to well established software such as COMIS, 
HBOOK, HIGZ, MINUIT, and ZEBRA, all of which are available from the same 
source. 
4.2 Data Acquisition and Processing 
The BABAR data acquisition (DAQ) system is part of the detector's online computing 
system. The first stage of the DAQ chain is controlled by the Online Data Flow (ODF) 
software. In ODF, raw data from the front-end electronics (FEE) of each sub-detector 
are routed to sub-detector specific VME based readout modules (ROMs). Once the 
data are collated by ODF, they are passed from the ROMs to a farm of 32 Unix 
workstations, which undertake the Online Event Processing (OEP) and L3 filtering. 
Accepted events are written to a disk buffer for reconstruction by the Online Prompt 
Reconstruction (OPR) software, prior to being transferred as reconstructed data to a 
High Performance Storage System (HPSS) database. 
The use of sub-detector specific ROMs results in a DAQ system that is physically 
divided into sub-detector partitions. The ROMs are based around single-board com-
puters that run detector specific software. They perform gain and pedestal corrections, 
as well as data sparsification and formatting. In addition, electronics calibrations are 
processed in the ROMs and used for feature extraction of signals at this stage. 
The DAQ system is also divided into independent virtual partitions for simultaneous 
data acquisition from individual sub-detector systems. This feature is implemented in 
the Online Run Control (ORC) system, which provides a graphical user interface for 
the logical management of all detector systems for data acquisition and for performing 
calibrations. Sub-detector calibrations are run in parallel once a day for sub-detector 
specific diagnostics. 
The ODF sub-system is responsible for the delivery of all raw event data from the FEE, 
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via the ROMs, to the OEP farm. This process involves the control and configuration 
of the FEE, the gathering of event data from the FEE after receiving an Li accept, 
and the processing of sub-detector data for calibrations. 
The OEP sub-system runs on a set of 32 parallel Unix nodes as part of the online 
system. The L3 software trigger is run within the OEP environment. The histograms 
that are produced for real-time data quality monitoring, are accumulated during par-
tial data reconstruction by the OEP. Any deviation of the data quality from a set of 
predefined reference data, is indicated in a run logbook by the shift operators. 
Events passing the L3 filters are sent to a Logging Manager (LM). The data from 
all 32 OEP nodes are combined and written to a single file for each run by the LM. 
This file is then retrieved for full event reconstruction by OPR. The OPR sub-system 
bridges the online and offline systems. It performs full event reconstruction and the 
key task of rolling calibrations, where calibration constants generated during event 
reconstruction for one run, are then used during the reconstruction of events in the 
next run byOPR. 
Complete reconstruction of events and their classification into streams of different 
event types, such as isMultiHadron or isPhysicsEvents, by OPR, is undertaken 
on a dedicated farm of Unix machines. The detector configuration data, calibration 
and alignment constants, and the detector parameters and environmental data, are 
all used by OPR in the reconstruction of data for analysis. Fully reconstructed data 
are archived to the object-based Objectivity database, which is hosted on the HPSS. 
Reconstructed data are written out to a hierarchy of databases containing various 
levels of detail. These include the reco, micro, and nano databases. The reco 
database includes full details of the event that can be used in detailed analyses. The 
micro database, used for the analyses presented here, contains lists of track and cluster 
candidates and summary event information produced during reconstruction, and thus, 
does not allow the full flexibility offered at the reco level. The nano database, also 
known as the tag database, is used to filter the data into smaller skimmed data-sets. 
This filtering can be undertaken during or after data processing by OPR. 
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the event information provided in the tag database. These exclusive skims are defined 
for different analysis types and implemented by specific software filters in OPR. For 
the analyses presented here, an instantiation of a charmless three-body B decay filter 
was used, which reconstructs B° mesons from two oppositely charged tracks and a 
K meson to produce the BCCKs3body skim. This skim contains less than 1% of all 
of the isPhysicsEvents data. 
4.3 Data Definition 
The detector data used for the analyses presented here were taken during the first 
run of the BABAR experiment, in a twelve month period between October 1999 and 
October 2000. This data sample consists of 20.58 th of on-resonance data taken near 
the Y(4S) resonance mass, which correspond to 22.55 million BB events. In addition, 
2.61 fb4 of off-resonance data acquired at a nominal centre-of-mass energy of 40MeV 
below the Y(4S) resonance mass, were used for the study of continuum backgrounds 
from real data. 
Section 3.4.1 mentioned the reduction of the DCH sense wire voltage from the design 
value of 1960 V to 1900 V, for a fraction of the data acquisition period during the 
first run of the BABAR detector. Table 4.1 summarises the amount of on-resonance 
and off-resonance data used for the analyses presented here, for each voltage setting. 
Data taken with the voltage set to 1900 V and 1960 V are referred to as blocki (bi) 
and b1ock2 (b2) data, respectively. 
The treatment of data from acquisition by the FEE of the sub-detectors to storage in 
the Objectivity database, was outlined in Section 4.2. In the Objectivity database, 
the data skims created during OPR are made available for specific analyses. For 
the analyses presented here, the data filtered to the BCCKs3body skim in the micro 
database were used. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of the amounts of data used for the analyses presented here, 
acquired at each of the DGH sense wire voltage settings during the first run of the 
BABAR experiment. 
Data (liD-1 ) 
Data Block DCH Voltage (V) 	On-resonance 	Off-resonance 
bi 1900 11.14 1.24 
b2 1960 9.44 1.37 
4.4 Monte Carlo Simulated Data 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated event generation is implemented by a combination of two 
generators. The EvtGen generator [45] is used for the decay of B mesons to exclusive 
final states, while the Jet set 7.4 generator [46] is used for all other inclusive B de-
cays, and to generate generic continuum events. For the exclusive decay modes, decay 
trees and corresponding branching fractions can be specified by users in a DECAY. DEC 
file that is then used in the production of simulated events. 
Full MC detector simulation was achieved using a Geant321 [47] based package named 
BBsim. BBsim is linked to the event generators via a package called Beget. It under-
takes the simulated decay and propagation of simulated event products through the 
BABAR detector. BBsim produces an output file containing digitised hit information 
from each sub-detector in the form of GHits. The model of the BABAR detector in 
BBsim includes a comprehensive description of every sub-detector, and the location 
and materials of all active and inactive detector elements. 
The simulated detector data is then processed using a package called SimApp. This 
package produces raw information in the form of digis from the GHits created by 
BBsim. These digis represent the detector's response simulation and are equivalent 
to the actual digis as processed by the detector electronics and readout systems. MC 
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data is reconstructed using a package called Bear, in the same way that real data is 
reconstructed in OPR using a package called Elf. 
Background hits are mixed with MC simulated data during processing by SimApp. 
These background hits are not simulated. They are actual detector event samples, 
which have been recorded with a random trigger using a luminosity weighting factor. 
When generating MC data, truth lists of generated event products are made. In order 
to fine tune analyses, reconstructed candidates from MC data can be matched to 
their truth partners by performing a x2  test on candidate specific parameters such as 
momenta, energy, and various geometric information. 
All MC data were generated using real detector and machine conditions, ambient data, 
and some of the calibration constants used for the reconstruction of real data. This 
enables MC data to be better matched to real data from the detector. To this end, 
MC data were generated in two sets representing the change in the operating voltage 
of the DCH sense wires from 1900 V to 1960 V during the first run of the experiment. 
4.4.1 Exclusive Signal MC Data 
Each exclusive MC sample includes 20,000 events. Exclusive MC data were generated 
for each of the two modes under study and for a calibration mode. This information 
is summarised in Table 4.2. These data were used to obtain the efficiency for the 
selection of signal events using the chosen analysis selection variables for each mode. 
In addition, the exclusive MC data for the calibration mode were used to obtain 
efficiency correction factors that were needed due to discrepancies between MC and 
detector data. 
4.4.2 Generic MC Data 
Generic MC samples of BB and light qq events were used to investigate backgrounds 
in the analyses presented. These were generated as B°B°, B+B,  cê, and uds MC 
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Table 4.2: Summary of the amounts of the exclusive signal MC data that were used 
in the analyses presented here. For each event, one of the B meson pair is forced to 
decay to the exclusive mode stated. The appropriate branching fractions were used 
for the secondary decays. 
Mode 
	 Number of Events 
B 0 —* OK SO 
	
	
(Signal Mode) 	20,000 
K+K, K -# lr+1r 
B° —* K*+lr 
	
(Signal Mode) 	20,000 
K*+ 4 K ir+,K —* 7r+ 1r 
B ° —* 
	
(Calibration Mode) 	20,000 
D — -+ Kir, K 	+ 
samples, where the latter represents the combined continuum backgrounds from uü, 
dd, and së production. Table 4.3 shows the number of events, and the equivalent 
integrated luminosity, which were used for each category. 
4.4.3 Charmless Hadronic BB MC Data 
The charmless hadronic BB MC data sample consists of a cocktail of charmless 
hadronic B meson decay modes. These data were used to study the amount of cross-
talk from other charmless hadronic B meson decays with similar kinematics to those 
studied and presented here. The sample generated is equivalent to that which would 
exist in approximately 21 fb4 of on-resonance data. The branching fractions for a 
number of the decays present in this sample are as yet unknown, and the upper limits 
on their branching fractions were therefore used to generate them. For each event, 
one of the B meson pair was forced to decay to a charmless hadronic final state, while 
the other decayed generically. 
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Table 4.3: Summary of the amounts of the generic MC data that were used in the 
analyses presented here. The mode uds represents continuum backgrounds from uü, 
di, and s9 events. 
Number of 	Equivalent Integrated 
Mode 	Events (x10 6 ) 	Luminosity (fb-1 ) 
B ° B° 	2.3 	 5.04 
BB 	 3.8 	 8.33 
CE 	 6.5 	 5.00 
uds 	11.9 	 5.69 
4.5 Event Reconstruction and Candidate Lists 
During data processing by OPR, event reconstruction is undertaken by the Elf pack-
age. This package processes the raw digi information from the sub-detectors, in order 
to provide reconstructed event information for analysis. Elf uses pattern recognition 
and fitting algorithms to reconstruct cluster and track candidates, and hence, var-
ious particle candidate lists that are made available for use in analyses. Table 4.4 
summarises the candidate lists that were used in the analyses presented here, with 
a description of the requirements for their selection. These lists are obtained, or re-
constructed at run time, from the micro database. Since the Bear package is used to 
reconstruct simulated MC events in the same way that Elf is used for real data, it 
produces the same candidate lists in MC data. 
4.5.1 Track Reconstruction 
In the SVT, clusters are reconstructed by the SVT electronics using time, position, 
and charge information. These clusters are made available to pattern recognition 
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Table 4.4: Summary of the candidate lists that were used in the analyses presented 
here. These lists were obtained, or reconstructed at run time, from the micro database. 
	
List Name 	 Description and Selection Criteria 
TaggingList 	All candidates with non-zero charge and with the pion mass 
hypothesis assigned. 
GoodTracksLoose 	Same as TaggingList, but, with 
• at least 100 MeV of transverse momentum, 
• a maximum momentum of 10 GeV, 
• at least 12 DCH hits, 
• a minimum and a maximum DOCA of —10 cm and 
+10 cm, respectively, in the direction of the beam, 
and 
• a maximum DOCA of 1.5 cm perpendicular to the 
beam direction, 
where DOCA is the distance of closest approach to the IP. 
KsDefault 	Composite candidates reconstructed from pairs of oppositely 
charged tracks from the ChargedTracks list (same as the 
TaggingList list) using four-momentum addition, with 
• a reconstructed mass within ±25 MeV of the nominal 
K mass of 498 MeV [17], 
• a reconstructed vertex away from the IP, and 
• a constraint on the absolute cosine of the helicity angle 
of less than one. 
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charge information for the DCH cells with registered hits, are feature extracted using 
DCII specific algorithms in the ROMs and are also used for track reconstruction and 
dE/dx measurements. 
Online track finding and fitting is undertaken using a Kalman filter technique [48] 
that takes into account the distribution of materials in the detector and a full map 
of the magnetic field. For offline tracking, improvements are made to the L3 trigger 
tracking algorithm. Improved event timing, obtained from available track parameters 
and individual track hit information, is used to better match tracks to hits and to 
identify track segments for tracks that do not originate from the IP. Tracks and track 
segments identified in the DCH are fitted again using the Kalman filter, before a 
match is attempted with track segments in the SVT. For those tracks that satisfy 
the expected error for extrapolation between the DCII and SVT, the Kalman fit is 
performed once more for the whole track. 
4.6 Beta Tools 
Beta Tools are a set of analysis tools that are accessed through the Beta package and 
can be used for high level analysis of the reconstructed data in the micro database. 
At this stage of the analysis, there is no need to manipulate the reconstruction code 
in OPR. Most analyses, and all preliminary analyses, need only be concerned with the 
data in the micro database. Should the need arise, however, Beta does allow access to 
the basic reconstruction information in the reco database for more advanced analysis, 
providing a comprehensive and flexible package for multilevel analyses. 
The Beta package provides lists of basic particle candidates, which are reconstructed 
during data processing, a set of operators, such as vertexing and four-vector addition 
algorithms, and geometric and kinematic fitting tools. Using these lists and operators, 
decay trees may be reconstructed for composite candidates that in turn behave as 
basic candidates, allowing them to be propagated through other decay trees. 
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Various association tools may be used to link mother and daughter particles in decay 
trees, or to associate reconstructed particles with their MC simulated truth particles. 
They can also be used to associate various track segments that are reconstructed in 
the SVT and DCH, and in turn to associate tracks with clusters in the EMC or IFR. 
Particle candidates are filtered using selectors that make use of particle ID, and kine-
matic and geometric discriminators as appropriate. There are various levels of criteria 
for each selector, varying from very loose to very tight selections. Candidates passing 
each level of the selector's criteria are mapped into the appropriate candidate list for 
that selector and criteria. 
4.7 Kinematic Constraints 
As mentioned at the start of Chapter 3, the production of B mesons at the 7(4S) 
resonance mass has several advantages. Most notably, powerful kinematic constraints 
are introduced into the system, which allow for the separation of signal from back-
ground in the reconstruction of B mesons. These kinematic constraints are manifest in 
two largely uncorrelated variables that are used to select fully reconstructed B meson 
candidates. Both of these variables use the energy of the beam as a constraint to veto 
combinatoric and continuum backgrounds. 
The first of these variables is an invariant quantity known as LE [1]. This variable is 
defined as the difference between the reconstructed and the expected B meson energy, 
where the latter is simply the beam-energy in the centre-of-mass frame, E eam 
In its Lorentz invariant form, 
vs- 
	 (4.1) 
where PB = (EB,PB) and P0 = (Eo,po) are the four-momenta of the B meson and the 
initial e+e  system, respectively. 
The second variable is the mass of the reconstructed B meson, which is constrained 
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energy substituted mass, ms [1], of the B meson and is defined by, 
mEs = './Ec -4, 	 (4.2) 
where the beam-energy constrained B meson energy in the laboratory frame of refer-
ence, EBC, is given by, 
EBC 
= E - + 2(o PB) 	 (4.3) 
2E0 
For the analyses presented here, both ms and LE were calculated in the laboratory 
frame of reference. 
The total event energy and momentum, E0 and jo,  are obtained from the PEP-IT 
environment database. The B meson momentum PB is the sum of the momenta of its 
daughters. From Equations 4.2 and 4.3, it is evident that the determination of mEs  is 
independent of any mass hypotheses for the B meson daughters. For the determination 
of AE, however, mass hypotheses are needed for the B meson daughters in order to 
obtain EB, and hence PB  in Equation 4.1. 
For true reconstructed B mesons, LE should have a distribution centred on 0 MeV 
and the distribution of MES  should be centred on the nominal B meson mass of 
5.279 GeV/c2 [17]. Figure 4.1 shows the reconstructed mEs  and LE distributions 
from signal MC and on-resonance data, for the calibration mode B ° —* D 1r+, where 
D —+ Kir. The discrepancies between MC and detector data can be seen in the 
differences between the fits to these MES  and /E distributions. The shift in the mean 
and the change in the width of each distribution are used to obtain correction factors 
for the signal efficiency, which is obtained from the signal MC for each mode. 
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Figure 4.1: The 'rnES and LE distributions from signal MC (top) and on-resonance 
data (bottom), for reconstructed B mesons from the decay B° -+ D1r+, where D —* 
Kfir. All distributions have been fitted with a single Gaussian. 
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48 Data Skims and Ntuple Production 
4.8.1 Data Skims 
The BCCKs3body skim was produced during data processing by OPR using the 
B3bodyTagFilter module in the FilterTools package. This module requires that 
there be at least four tracks from the TaggingList for each event, and that the to-
tal energy of the event is less than 20 GeV. In addition, B3bodyTagFilter requires 
that the BCCKs3body tag bit be set in the TagB3body module of the EventTagTools 
package. 
In order to set the BCCKs3body tag bit, B° meson candidates are reconstructed in the 
TagB3body module by four-momenta addition of all the combinations of two tracks 
from the GoodTracksLoose list and a K SO meson from the KsDefault list of candidates. 
Both combinations of pion and kaon mass hypotheses are set for the tracks used. 
Events are selected if the two tracks are oppositely charged. In addition, the mEs 
of the reconstructed B mesons must be within 100 MeV of the centre-of-mass beam-
energy limit \//2, and the absolute value of LE must be less than 450 MeV. 
4.8.2 Three-Body Ntuple Production Using Beta Tools 
After the data have been skimmed by OPR and archived to the Objectivity database, 
they are available for analysis using the Beta Tools in the Beta analysis environ-
ment. For the three-body analyses presented here, a collection of modules in the 
NonCharm3BodyUser Beta package were used for the production of Ntuples. Ntuple 
data files are specially formatted fiat files that contain vectors of variables and their 
values. These Ntuples can be used in high level analyses using software such as the 
PAW package [44]. In this scheme, the data contained in the Ntuples are manipulated 
using kumac macros, which in turn use dedicated Fortran routines. 
In the Ntuple production process, B meson candidates are reconstructed and selected 
using selection cut variables with very loose criteria. For the analyses presented here, 
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Ntuples were produced for the study of three-body decay modes with an intermediate 
single resonance, where B° -+ RH, where H can be a charged pion or kaon, or a 
KS0 meson, and R is the intermediate resonance that decays as R -+ hlKso or h±hF, 
where h can be a pion or kaon. The same Ntuples can be used for non-resonant decays, 
where B° -* h±hK, where again h can be a pion or kaon. Only one of the three 
daughters of the B ° mesons in these Ntuples is a K 0 meson. 
For the study of the decays with the intermediate single resonance, information on the 
composite resonant particles that are reconstructed from various combinations of two 
of the three final state daughters, is made available in the Ntuples. This information 
includes the mass and the cosine of the helicity angle, cos 0H,  of the resonant particles. 
The helicity angle 6H,  is the angle between the direction of flight of the B meson and 
the direction of decay of the daughters of the resonant particle in its rest frame. 
In addition to the track multiplicity and kinematic selection criteria applied at the data 
skimming stage, vertexing and kinematic fitting of the B meson daughters were under-
taken during Ntuple production. The charged track daughters of the reconstructed B 
mesons were vertexed using the BtaFastVertexer algorithm with a x2  <200 vertex 
fit constraint. The GeoKin fitter was then used to produce B meson candidates with 
fitted daughters. 
Over 200 variables are written into the Ntuples. The B03bodyCCKs module, which in-
herits from the B3bodyBase class in the NonCharm3BodyUser package, writes a number 
of variables specific to the decays of B mesons to two charged tracks and a K candi-
date, including information on the possible intermediate resonances. Other variables, 
including details of the B meson candidates and their daughters, event shape informa-
tion, and results of the particle ID selectors, are calculated or obtained, and written 
out by the B3bodyBase module. 
Ntuples are archived to disc for all analyses that require the final three-body states 
that they contain. User defined selection cut variables can then be applied to the 
various Ntuple variables for specific analyses. 
Chapter 5 
Charmless Three-Body Analyses 
5.1 Introduction 
The analyses of the two rare charmless hadronic B meson decays presented here are 
cut and count analyses. In this scheme, a set of selection variables are chosen for the 
selection of reconstructed B mesons decaying to the mode of interest. The selection 
variables used here are typical of those used in the studies of charmless hadronic B 
meson decays at BABAR and elsewhere [49, 50, 51, 52, 531. 
Event shape variables were used to discriminate against continuum backgrounds, 
which are the major source of background in these analyses. In addition, particle 
ID selectors were used for the separation of pions and kaons, in order to reduce the 
combinatoric backgrounds caused by the misidentification of these high multiplicity 
products. For the three-body analyses presented here, two selection cuts were used to 
distinguish the single intermediate resonance. The first selection was on the mass of 
the resonance, and the second on its polarised decay geometry, since the K*+  and q 
resonances are both vector mesons. A'SO mesons were selected by their resonant mass 
distributions and the significance of the measurement of their flight lengths. 
A blind analysis technique was used in these analyses. This means that the number of 
events in the signal region was not counted, nor the mES  or AE signal distributions 
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observed, until the selection cut values of the selection variables had been optimised 
to give the best significance for the measurement of the branching fraction for each 
analysis. This method of analysis reduces the risk of any bias in the determination of 
the selection cut value of each of the selection variables, which may be introduced by 
observing the distribution of events in and around the signal region while tuning the 
selection cut values. The distribution of events in the mEs-LE  plane is kept hidden 
until the selection cut value of each of the selection variables has been optimised and 
the analyses are tuned and ready for unblinding. 
A calibration mode was used to investigate any inconsistencies between on-resonance 
data and the signal MC used for the estimation of the signal efficiency for these 
analyses. Correction factors for the signal efficiencies were obtained from discrepancies 
between the MES  and LE distributions from the signal MC of the calibration mode, 
and those obtained from on-resonance data for the calibration mode. These correction 
factors were then applied to the signal efficiencies that were obtained from the signal 
MC for the two modes studied. The calibration mode used for this purpose was the 
mode B° -* Dire, where D -+ Kir. This mode has two charged tracks and a 
K 0, meson in its final state, and is therefore a close match to the final states studied 
here. 
5.2 Event Shape Variables 
The primary source of background for charmless hadronic B meson decays is from 
continuum events from uü, di, cë, and s9 production. The distinctive decay topology 
of BB events produced at the Y(4S) resonance, provides powerful tools in the form 
of event shape variables for the rejection of these jet-like qq continuum events. 
In the centre-of-mass system, BB events produced at the Y(4S) threshold decay nearly 
at rest. This results in a spherical decay topology for true BB events, while continuum 
event products from light quark pair production are ejected from the IP in jets, the 
directions of which are highly correlated. 
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Figure 5.1: The thrust angle OT  is shown as the angle between the thrust axis of a 
reconstructed B meson and that of the rest of the event, presumed to be the thrust 
axis of the B meson, in the centre-of-mass system of the Y(4S). In this frame of 
reference, the BB meson pair decay nearly at rest, whereas continuum events from 
light qq pair production are ejected in correlated back-to-back jets. 
5.2.1 Thrust Angle Variable 
The thrust angle 6T  is defined in the centre-of-mass system of the Y(4S). It is the 
angle between the direction of the thrust of a reconstructed B meson and that of the 
rest of the event, as shown in Figure 5.1. The thrust of the B meson is the axis that 
maximises the sum of the momenta of the B meson daughters. For the rest of the 
event, the thrust axis is defined for all track and neutral candidates not used in the 
reconstruction of the B meson candidate. 
The cosine of the thrust angle, cos 9T,  has a fiat distribution for true BR pair events 
due to the spherical nature of their decay topology in the centre-of-mass system, as a 
result of their decay nearly at rest. In the same frame of reference, this distribution 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between the I cos OTI distribution from the B° -4 K*+lr_ 
signal MC, where K*+ K 7r+, and that obtained from on-resonance data, from 
the BCCKs3body skim. This comparison illustrates the difference between the signal 
distribution and that from the background dominated Y(4S) data. A nominal cut at 
0.8 would allow good separation between the signal events (< 0.8) and background 
events (> 0.8). The selection variables used to produce these plots are listed in Table 
5.1. The distributions have been normalised to one in order to show their relative 
shapes. 
is peaked at ±1 for jet-like continuum events due to the high correlation between the 
directions of the jets, which are back-to-back. 
Figure 5.2 shows a comparison between the J cos  OT   distribution from the B° -+ 
K*+lr_ signal MC, where K*+ K 7r+, and that obtained from on-resonance data, 
from the BCCKs3body skim. The selection variables used to produce these plots are 
listed in Table 5.1. These selection variables are described later in this chapter. 
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Table 5.1: Selection variables used to produce the I  cos  OTI  and Fisher discriminant 
distributions in Figures 5.2 and 5.4, respectively, for the mode B° —* K* r_, where 
K*+ 4 K 7r+. 
Selection Variable 
ir meson particle ID 
KS0 meson mass 
KS0 meson flight length cr/a 
K*+ meson mass 
Cut Value 
not tight kaon selection 
498 ± 8 MeV/c2 
> 10.0 
892 ± 100 MeV/c2 
K*+ meson helicity angle I cos  OH 	 > 0.5 
5.2.2 Fisher Discriminant Variable 
The Fisher discriminant variable [51] is a linear sum of a set of n weighted selection 
variables. It is given by, 
= 
	 (5.1) 
where xi is the point distribution function (PDF) of the selection variable i, and a, 
is the chosen weight for that variable. The weights are chosen in order to maximise 
a x2  for the separation between the Fisher discriminant distributions in signal and in 
background, as shown by, 
2 — (-ignai - .Tbackground)2 
X 	2 	2 
asignal - Ubackground 
(5.2) 
where F is the mean of the fisher distribution, and c is the width for that distribution. 
The signal distributions of the weighted selection variables are obtained from signal 
MC, while the background distributions may be obtained from off-resonance data, or 
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generic continuum MC. 
The x2  is maximised by, 
aa 
= 0, 	 (5.3) 
resulting in the analytic solution, 
n 
Cei 	 background 	signal = (U0mi + 	 - ) , 
	 ( 5.4) " ii 	 i3 
j1 
where Ujj are the covariance error matrices of the set of selection variables and give 
the correlation between them, and j  is the mean of the PDF of the selection variable 
2 
The Fisher discriminant used in the analyses presented here is a linear sum of eleven 
weighted variables in the laboratory frame of reference. These include, 
. the cosine of the angle between the thrust axis of the B meson and the beam 
axis, 
. the cosine of the angle between the decay axis of the B meson and the beam 
axis, where the decay axis is the direction of flight of the B meson, and 
• the summed energy of the rest of the event that is contained within each of nine 
concentric energy cones about the thrust axis of the B meson. Figure 5.3 shows 
that the angle of each successive energy cone increases by 100  with respect to 
the thrust axis of the B meson. The cones cover both halves of the event, that 
containing the reconstructed B meson, and the opposite half. 
A comparison between the Fisher discriminant distribution from the B °  —+ K*+lr_ 
signal MC, where K*+ K ir+, and that obtained from on-resonance data, from 
the BCCKs3body skim, is shown in Figure 5.4. The selection variables used to produce 
these plots are listed in Table 5.1. Note that, no selection was made on the thrust 
angle variable I cos OT 1. 




structed B Meson 
Thrust Axis 
Figure 5.3: The thrust axis of the reconstructed B meson in the laboratory frame of 
reference, showing the relation of the second through fifth Fisher discriminant energy 
cones each containing the summed energy of the rest of the event in that cone. 
The weights for the summed variables in the Fisher discriminant were tuned to provide 
maximum separation between signal and background for the analysis of the charm-
less hadronic wh modes, where h is a kaon or pion. Although not explicitly tuned 
for the analyses presented here, this Fisher discriminant was found to provide extra 
discrimination against continuum backgrounds after the application of the trust angle 
selection I  cos 0T  1. 
5.3 Selection of ir and K Mesons 
The particle ID criteria for the two tracks in the final state of the analyses presented 
here were made available in the Ntuples. The choice of the particle ID selection criteria 
was optimised to give the best significance for the measurements of the branching 
fractions. The PidKaonSMSSelector kaon selector was used to categorise the particle 
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Fisher 
Figure 5.4: Comparison between the Fisher discriminant distribution from the B° -+ 
K*+lr_ signal MC, where K*+ K ir+, and that obtained from on-resonance data, 
from the BCCKs3body skim. This comparison illustrates the difference between the 
signal distribution and that from the background dominated Y(4S) data. A nominal 
cut at 0.0 would allow good separation between the signal events (< 0.0) and back-
ground events (> 0.0). The selection variables used to produce these plots are listed 
in Table 5.1. The distributions have been normalised to one in order to show their 
relative shapes. 
ID criteria for the two tracks. The kaon selection criteria studied were, tight, loose, 
veryLoose, and the notApion criteria. 
These kaon selections are based on a likelihood calculation method, which uses particle 
ID information from the SVT, DCH, and DIRC sub-detectors [54]. In order for a track 
to be considered for identification by any of these sub-detectors, certain momentum 
dependent requirements must be satisfied for each sub-detector. Table 5.2 summarises 
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Table 5.2: Summary of the momentum dependent sub-detector requirements for par-
tide ID information from the SVT, DCH, and DIRC sub-detectors. 
Sub-detector Momentum Range (GeV/c) 
	
Specific Requirements 
SVT 	 0.025 <p < 0.7 
	
Three or more dE/dx measure- 
ments. 
DCH 	 0.090 <p < 0.7 
DIRC 	0.090 <p < 10.0 
Ten or more dE/dx measurements. 
One or more expected Cherenkov 
photons for the e hypothesis. 
these requirements. 
Each of the selector's criteria have been optimised for a particular kaon identification, 
or pion misidentification threshold. Table 5.3 summarises the particle ID criteria for 
the kaon selections used in the analyses presented here, with the requirements for 
each criteria. The sub-detector specific momentum range needs to be satisfied for 
information from that sub-detector to be used. The ratios r,,- and r are the pion-
to-kaon and proton-to-kaon ratios, respectively, for the average number of inclusive 
pions, protons, and kaons per event. These ratios are determined using a log likelihood 
difference between the pions, or protons, and the kaons [54]. 
Figure 5.5 shows the effect of the application of the tight kaon particle ID selection 
on the tracks used for the reconstruction of q  mesons, on the 0 meson mass distribu-
tion. It is obvious that this is a powerful selection for the reduction of combinatoric 
backgrounds due to misidentified kaons, while retaining the greater part of the 
signal. 
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Figure 5.5: The effect of the application of the tight kaon particle ID selection to 
tracks, on the mass distributions of 0 mesons reconstructed from q -* K+K. The 
effect is shown on distributions from the B° -+ OK SO signal MC (top), where K - 
ir+ir , and that obtained from on-resonance data (bottom), from the BCCKs3body 
skim. 
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Table 5.3: Summary of the PidKaonSMSSelector particle ID criteria for the kaon 
selections used in the analyses presented here. The ratios r,,- and r are the pion-
to-kaon and proton-to-kaon ratios, respectively. 1K,  1, and l are the likelihoods for 
kaons, pions, and protons, respectively. 
Criteria 	Momentum 	 Selection Criteria 
for Kaon 	Range 	 Selection 
Selection 	(GeV/c) 	 r and r 	 Likelihood 
{ SVT, 	p  <0.7 '1 1 0.5 <p < 0.7: r = 15, r = 1 '1 
1K > 
tight 	DCH, p <0.7 	 p> 2.7: r = 80, r = 1 
J 	> rpip  } DIRC, p>O.6 J p<2.7: r=1, 	r=1 
SVT, p <0.5 
notApion 	DCH, p <0.6 	
p 0.5: r = 0. 1, r = 1 	f 1K > rl 
> 0.5: r = 1, 	r = 1 J i > ri 
DIRC, p > 0.6  
5.4 Selection of W o Mesons 
For the analyses presented here, KS0 mesons were reconstructed from the decay K -+ 
irii- . This mode has a branching fraction of B(K -* irir) = 0.686 ± 0.003 [17]. 
This secondary branching fraction was taken into account for the measurement of the 
branching fractions for the modes studied here. 
As indicated in Section 4.5, KS0 mesons were obtained from the KsDefault list, which 
is created at run-time from the track candidate lists available in the micro level of the 
database. Table 4.4 described the selection criteria for the reconstructed KS0 mesons 
in this list. 
In addition to the criteria required for the production of the KsDefault list, a further 
two selections were made in order to veto combinatoric backgrounds in the selection 
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Table 5.4: Selection variables used to produce the cr/arn- distributions in Figure 5.7, 
for the mode B° -f K*+rr_, where K*+ K 7r+. 
Selection Variable 
Thrust angle I C05 OT 
Fisher discriminant 
ir meson particle ID 
KS0 meson mass 
K*+ meson mass 




not tight kaon selection 
498 ± 8 MeV/c2 
892 ± 100 MeV/c2 
>0.5 
of KS0 mesons. The first of these was a standard ±8 MeV/c 2 cut on the nominal K 
meson mass of 498 MeV/c 2 [17]. The mass distributions of reconstructed KS0 mesons 
from the B° - K* r_ signal MC, where K*+ K r+, and that obtained from on-
resonance and off-resonance data, from the BCCKs3body skim, are shown in Figure 5.6. 
These distributions are taken directly from the Ntuples and no additional selections 
have been applied. 
The second selection on the K o meson sample was a cut on the significance of the 
measurement of the Kso meson flight length, cr/a, where c is the speed of light, i is 
the measured lifetime of the KS0 meson, and crc- is the error on the measurement of 
the quantity cr. The distributions of cr/u, from the B ° -* K* r_ signal MC, where 
K*+ K ir+, and from on-resonance data, from the BCCKs3body skim, are shown 
in Figure 5.7. The selection variables used to produce these plots are listed in Table 
5.4. The large spike close to zero in the distribution from on-resonance data, indicates 
a large number of AK SO candidates with flight length measurements of low significance 
that need to be vetoed. 
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Mean: 497.76 ± 0.01 MeV 
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Figure 5.6: K SO meson mass distributions from on-resonance data (top), off-resonance 
data (middle), and from the B° —f K*+lr_ signal MC (bottom). The distributions 
have been fitted with a combination of a double Gaussian and a third order polynomial. 
The quoted mean and sigma are for the core Gaussian in each case. 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between the CT/UCT distribution from the B° —+ K*+lr_ 
signal MC, where K*+ K ir+, and that obtained from on-resonance data, from 
the BCCKs3body skim. This comparison illustrates the difference between the signal 
distribution and that from the background dominated Y(4S) data. The latter has a 
large spike close to zero due to fake Ko candidates. A nominal cut at 5.0 would allow 
good separation between the signal events (> 5.0) and background events (< 5.0). The 
selection variables used to produce these plots are listed in Table 5.4. The distributions 
have been normalised to one in order to show their relative shapes. 
A comparison between the mass distribution of Ko mesons from the B° —* K*+lr_ 
signal MC, where K*+ Kir, and that obtained from on-resonance data, from 
the BCCKs3body skim, is shown in Figure 5.8 for a selection of cr/as-,- > 10.0. The 
effect of varying the value of the cr/cr selection on the KS0 mass distribution, can 
be seen in Figure 5.9 for the B° — K*+ lr_ signal MC, where K*+ Kir, and for 
on-resonance data. 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between the K S0 meson mass distribution from the B° -+ 
K* r_ signal MC, where K*+ K 7r+, and that obtained from on-resonance data, 
from the BCCKs3body skim, showing the K S0 meson mass peak in both. A standard 
498±8 Me V/c 2 mass cut was made in the analyses presented here, in order to veto the 
background in the tails of these distributions. The selection variables used to produce 
these plots are listed in Table 5.4, except that a selection cut of cr/a > 10.0 was 
made in place of the K S0 meson mass selection. The distributions have been normalised 
to one in order to show their relative shapes. 
5.5 Selection of 0 Mesons 
For the study of the B° -+ OKSO mode, 0 mesons were reconstructed from the decay 
-* KK during Ntuple production. This mode has a branching fraction of 13(q5 -* 
KK) = 0.492 ± 0.007 [17]. This secondary branching fraction was taken into 
account for the measurement of the branching fraction for the B° -+ OKSO mode. 
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Figure 5.9: The effect of successively tighter cr/o selection cuts is shown on the mass 
distributions of reconstructed K o mesons from the B° —4 K* r_ signal MC (top), 
where K*+ 	K ir+, and from on-resonance data (bottom), from the BCCKs3body 
skim. 
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Table 5.5: Selection variables used to produce the 0 meson mass distributions in 
Figure 5.10, for the B° - OKSO mode. 
Selection Variable 	 Cut Value 
Thrust angle I  cos  OT  
Fisher discriminant 
K meson particle ID 
meson mass 
KS0 meson flight length CY/UCT 
meson helicity angle I cos 0H 
<0.9 
<0.2 
notApion kaon selection 
498 ± 8 MeV/c2 
> 10.0 
> 0.2 
For each event, all combinations of two oppositely charged tracks from those en-
tered into the Ntuples, were used for the reconstruction of 0 meson candidates. The 
two tracks were vertexed using the BtaFastVertexer algorithm. Subsequently, the 
notApion kaon selection criteria was applied to both tracks. This kaon selection cri-
teria was chosen as a result of an optimisation process, which was carried out in order 
to obtain the highest significance for the measurement of the branching fraction for 
the B° -* OK SO mode. 
The resonant mass distribution of 0 mesons has a very narrow Breit-Wigner width 
of F = 4.26 ± 0.05 MeV/c2 [17]. A selection on the nominal 0 meson mass of 1020 
MeV/c2 [17], allows very good separation of the 0 meson signal from combinatoric 
backgrounds. This selection was applied and the cut was varied between 1020 ± 10 
MeV/c2 and 1020 ± 20 MeV/c2 , in order to obtain the highest significance for the 
measurement of the B° -* OA(so branching fraction. The mass distributions of the 
reconstructed 0 mesons from the B° -* OK' SO signal MC, where K+K, and 
from on-resonance data, from the BCCKs3body skim, are shown in Figure 5.10. The 
selection variables used to produce these plots are listed in Table 5.5. 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between the 0 meson mass distribution from the B° -* OK SO  
signal MC, and that obtained from on-resonance data, from the BCCKs3body skim, 
showing the q  meson mass peak in both. A nominal 1020 ± 15 MeV/c 2 mass cut 
would veto the background in the tails of these distributions. The selection variables 
used to produce these plots are listed in Table 5.5. The distributions have been 
normalised to one in order to show their relative shapes. 
In its rest frame, the 0 meson decays to two back-to-back kaons. Since it is a vector 
meson with a spin of one, it has a preferential decay topology. That is, the decay 
axis of the kaons is preferentially aligned with the momentum vector of the parent B 
meson in the 0 rest frame. This leads to a helicity distribution that is used to further 
veto combinatoric backgrounds in the selection of 0 mesons. The angle between the 
direction of flight of the B meson and the decay axis of the two kaons, in the 0 rest 
frame, is known as the helicity angle OH  of the 0 meson decay and is shown in Figure 
5.11. A selection on the absolute value of the cosine of the helicity angle, cos OH, is used 




Figure 5.11: The helicity angle OH  is shown as the angle between the direction of flight 
of a reconstructed B meson and the decay axis of the two kaons from its daughter 
meson, in the rest frame of the latter. For a vector meson with a spin of one, 
such as the 0 meson, the decay axis of its daughters is preferentially aligned with the 
momentum vector of the parent B meson in the rest frame of the vector meson. 
to separate signal from background in the selection of 0 mesons. Figure 5.12 shows 
that the I  cos  OH   distribution is peaked towards +1 for 0 mesons from the B ° -* OKSO  
signal MC, while for the on-resonance data it is mostly fiat. 
5.6 Selection of K*+ Mesons 
For the study of the B ° -* K*+lr  mode, K*+  mesons were reconstructed from the 
decay K*+  Kir during Ntuple production. This mode has a total branching frac-
tion of 1/3, from B(K*+ K °ir) = 2/3 and L3(K 0 -+ K) = 1/2. This secondary 
branching fraction was taken into account for the measurement of the branching frac-
tion for the B ° -* K*+lr_ mode. 
For each event, all combinations of a KS0 meson and a track from those entered into 
the Ntuples, were used for the reconstruction of the K*+  meson candidates. For the 
selection of pions, particle ID selection was applied to both tracks by vetoing the 
tight kaon selection criteria for each track. This particle ID selection is a loose pion 
selection and was chosen as a result of an optimisation process that was carried out in 
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between the I cos OHI distribution from the B° -* OK SO signal 
MC, and that obtained from on-resonance data, from the BCCKs3body skim. This 
comparison illustrates the difference between the signal distribution and that from the 
background dominated 7(4S) data. A nominal cut at 0.5 would allow good separation 
between the signal events (> 0.5) and background events (< 0.5). The selection 
variables used to produce these plots are listed in Table 5.5, except that a selection cut 
of 1020±50 Me V/c 2 was made on the 0 meson mass resonance in place, of the selection 
on the qf meson helicity angle I cos OHI. The distributions have been normalised to one 
in order to show their relative shapes. 
order to obtain the highest significance for the measurement of the branching fraction 
for the B °  -* K*+lr_ mode. 
The resonant mass distribution of K*+ mesons has a Breit-Wigner width of F = 50.8± 
0.9 MeV/c2 [17]. A selection on the nominal K*+ meson mass of 892 MeV/c2 [17] was 
used to separate combinatoric backgrounds from the K*+ meson signal. This selection 
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was applied and the cut was varied between 892 ± 50 MeV/c 2 and 892 ± 70 MeV/c 2 , 
in order to obtain the highest significance for the measurement of the B °  -* K*+lr_ 
branching fraction. The mass distributions of the reconstructed K*+  mesons from the 
B °  -* K*+lr_ signal MC, where K*+ K r+, and from on-resonance data, from the 
BCCKs3body skim, are shown in Figure 5.13. The selection variables used to produce 
these plots are listed in Table 5.4, except that a selection cut of cr/o- > 10.0 was 
made in place of the K*+  meson mass selection. 
As with the 0 meson, the K*+  meson is a vector meson with a spin of one. It too decays 
with a preferred topology. In the rest frame of the K*+  meson, the angle between 
the direction of flight of the parent B meson and the decay axis of the K*+  meson 
daughters, which decay back-to-back, is defined as the helicity angle °H  A selection on 
the absolute value of the cosine of this angle, I  cos 0H 1, is used to improve the selection 
of Kt mesons. Figure 5.14 shows that the I  cos  OH   distribution is peaked towards +1 
for K*+  mesons from the B ° -+ K*+lr_ signal MC, while for the on-resonance data 
it is mostly flat. 
5.7 Selection of D Mesons 
For the study of the calibration mode B ° -* D 7r+, D mesons were reconstructed 
from the decay D -+ Kir during Ntuple production. This mode has a total 
branching fraction of 0.0139, from 5(D -* K ° iC) = 0.0277 ± 0.0018 [17] and 
5(K ° -* K) = 1/2. This secondary branching fraction was taken into account 
for the measurement of the branching fraction for the B ° -* D- -7r+ mode. 
For each event, all combinations of a Kso meson and a track from those entered into 
the Ntuples, were used for the reconstruction of the D meson candidates. For the 
selection of pions, particle ID selection was applied to both tracks by vetoing the 
tight kaon selection criteria for each track. This particle ID selection is a loose pion 
selection and was chosen as a result of an optimisation process that was carried out in 
order to obtain the highest significance for the measurement of the branching fraction 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between the K*+  meson mass distribution from the B° - 
K* r_ signal MC, where K*+ K 7r+, and that obtained from on-resonance data, 
from the BCCKs3body skim, showing the K*+  meson mass peak in the former. A 
nominal 892 ± 50 Me V/c 2  mass cut would veto the background in the tails of these 
distributions. The selection variables used to produce these plots are listed in Table 
5.4, except that a selection cut of cr/ac ,- > 10.0 was made in place of the K*+  meson 
mass selection. The distributions have been normalised to one in order to show their 
relative shapes. 
for the B° -+ D 7r+ mode. 
A selection on the nominal D meson mass of 1869 MeV/c2 [17] was used to separate 
combinatoric backgrounds from the D meson signal. This selection was applied and 
the cut was varied between 1869±20 MeV/c 2 and 1869±35 MeV/c 2 , in order to obtain 
the highest significance for the measurement of the B ° -* D 7r+ branching fraction. 
The mass distributions of the reconstructed D mesons from the B° -* D r+ signal 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between the I cosOHI distribution from the B ° —* K*+lr_ 
signal MC, where K*+ K ir+, and that obtained from on-resonance data, from 
the BCCKs3body skim. This comparison illustrates the difference between the signal 
distribution and that from the background dominated Y(4S) data. A nominal cut at 
0.5 would allow good separation between the signal events (> 0.5) and background 
events (< 0.5). The selection variables used to produce these plots are listed in Table 
5.4, except that a selection cut of cr/a > 10.0 was made in place of the selection 
on the K*+  meson helicity angle I cos OHI. The distributions have been normalised to 
one in order to show their relative shapes. 
MC, where D —* Kir, and from on-resonance data, from the BCCKs3body skim, 
are shown in Figure 5.15. The selection variables used to produce these plots are listed 
in Table 5.4, except that a selection cut of cr/a > 10.0 was made in place of the 
K*+ meson mass selection, and no helicity angle cut was made since the D meson 
has 'a spin of zero and is, therefore, not polarised. 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between the D - meson mass distribution from the B° - 
D 71+ signal MC, where D -+ Kir, and that obtained from on-resonance data, 
from the BCCKs3body skim; showing the D meson mass peak in both. A nominal 
1869 ± 30 Me V/c 2 mass cut would veto the background in the tails of these distri-
butions. The selection variables used to produce these plots are listed in Table 5.4, 
except that a selection cut of cr/a > 10.0 was made in place of the K*+  meson mass 
selection, and no helicity angle cut was made. The distributions have been normalised 
to one in order to show their relative shapes. 
5.8 Signal and Sideband Regions 
Details of the kinematic constraints mEs  and LE, which are used for the selection of 
reconstructed B meson candidates, were given in Section 4.7. In the two-dimensional 











in order to determine the number of signal B meson candidates and the number of 
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Figure 5.16: The mEs-E plane showing the signal region, the small blue rectangle 
defined by 5.273 < ms < 5.285 GeV/c2 and frEI < 0.07 GeV, and the sideband 
region, the large red rectangle defined by 5.20 < 711Es < 5.27 GeV1c 2 and JAEJ < 0.2 
GeV, which was used to estimate the background in the signal region. This plot was 
produced from the off-resonance data using the final set of selection variable cuts used 
in the B° -+ K* r_ analysis and shown in Table 6.16. 
background candidates, respectively. Figure 5.16 shows the signal region and the 
sideband region chosen for the analyses presented here. 
The number of events within the signal region Nsjg , includes both signal and back-
ground events. In order to find the number of true signal events N5, the number of 
background events in the signal region NB,  must be subtracted from the total number 
of events observed there. The number of background events in the signal region is 
estimated by extrapolation from the number of background events in the sideband 
region Nab. In order to carry out this extrapolation, the background shape of the 
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mEs and E distributions must be carefully studied arid characterised, to obtain the 
correct ratio between the number of background events in the signal region and in the 
sideband region. 
5.9 Background Characterisation and Estimation 
For the characterisations of the shapes of the background distributions, sideband 
regions were chosen in the mES-AE  plane, which did not include the signal region. 
These sideband regions are shown in Figure 5.17. They include two horizontal strips, 
the upper sideband, which is defined by, 
5.20 GeV/c2 <mEs <5.30 GeV/c2 and 0.1 GeV <iE < 0.3 GeV 
and the lower sideband, which is defined by, 
5.20 GeV/c2 <mEs < 5.30 GeV/c2 and -0.3. GeV <iE <-0.1 GeV1 . 
The upper and lower sidebands were used to project data onto the rnES axis for the 
characterisation of the background shape in its distribution. Another sideband region, 
which is defined by, 
5.20 GeV/c2 <mEs < 5.27 GeV/c2 and IEI <0.3 GeV 
was used to project data onto the AE axis for the characterisation of the background 
shape in its distribution. 
Figure 5.18 shows the typical background shape of the mEs  distribution, which was 
obtained by projecting the data in the upper and lower horizontal sidebands onto the 
mF,s axis. The background shape of the mEs  distribution is well represented by the 
Argus function [55], which is defined by, 
dN = Axv'l - x 2 exp[—(1 - x2 )], 	 (5.5) 
dx 
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Figure 5.17: The mEs-LE  plane showing the signal region, which is the small solid 
black rectangle defined by 5.273 <mES <5.285 GeV/c 2 and IEI <0.07 GeV. The 
yellow box, which surrounds the signal region, is the blinded region and extends to 
the edge of the sideband regions in order to cover any signal leakage and to avoid any 
possible bias in the blind analysis. Also shown are the two cross-hatched upper and 
lower sideband regions and the large lightly shaded red region, which were used for 
the background characterisation of the mES  and LE distributions, respectively. This 
plot was produced from the off-resonance data using the final set of selection variable 
cuts used in the B° —+ K*+ lr_ analysis and shown in Table 6.16. 
where N is the number of events per bin, x represents the value of ms,  A is the 
normalisation of the distribution, and is the Argus function parameter that defines 
the shape of the distribution. When characterising the MES  distribution, is the 
parameter that must be determined. 
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Figure 5.18: The typical ms background distribution fitted with the Argus function 
shown in Equation 5.5. The Argus function parameter is obtained from the fit. For 
this plot = 19.23. 
The typical background shape of the AE distribution is shown in Figure 5.19 and is 
well represented by a simple quadratic function defined by, 
dN 
dy = B(1 + Cy + Dy2 ), 	 (5.6) 
where y represents the value of AE, B is the normalisation of the distribution, and C 
and D are the parameters defining the shape of the distribution. When characterising 
the AE distribution, C and D are the parameters that must be determined. 
Both on-resonance and off-resonance data were used for the characterisation of the 
mEs and AE backgrounds for each analysis. A set of selection variables were applied 
for these characterisations, the details of which are given in the specific sections that 
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Figure 5.19: The typical LE background distribution fitted with the quadratic fun-
tion shown in Equation 5.6. The two defining parameters C and D are obtained from 
the fit. For this plot C = —1.26 and D = 2.31. 
describe the results of each analysis in Chapter 6. 
The mEs  background was characterised for the sum of the data in the upper and 
the lower LE sidebands, and for the data in each sideband individually. Only on-
resonance data were used for the latter, since the limited statistics in the individual 
sidebands in off-resonance data resulted in poor fits to the background. 
For the extrapolation of the number of background events from the sideband region 
to the signal region, the ratios between the signal region and the sideband region, 
of the areas under the fits to the ms and /.E background distributions,, RmES  and 
RISE, respectively, must be determined. The determination of these ratios involves the 
calculation of the integral of the fitted function to each distribution, between the signal 
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region and sideband region limits. The product of these ratios A, is given in Equation 
5.7 and is the ratio between the number of background events in the sideband region 
Nab, to that in the signal region NB, as given in Equation 5.8. 
ARmES RAE . 	 (5.7) 
NB=AN 8b. 	 (5.8) 
5.10 Selection Variable Cut-Optimisation 
The selection variable cut values were optimised to give the highest significance for the 
measurement of the branching fraction for each analysis. The significance calculated 
for each set of cut values is defined by, 
(5.9) significance = ________ 
\/NS+NB 
where Ns and NB are the number of signal and background events in the signal region, 
respectively. The estimation of NB by extrapolation from the number of background 
events in the sideband region was explained in Section 5.9. 
The value of each selection variable was varied independently from that of the others, 
about a nominal value chosen by comparison of the distributions of that selection 
variable in on-resonance data and in signal MC, as illustrated in Figures 5.2, 5.4, 5.7, 
5.10, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15, after the application of a set of loose selection cuts. 
The significance in Equation 5.9 was calculated for all combinations of the selection 
variable cuts, and the set of values resulting in the highest significance was chosen. 
The cut-optimisation process inherently introduces a bias into the estimation of NB. 
Since the selection variable cuts are optimised by maximising the significance in Equa-
tion 5.9, the background in the sideband region, and hence its estimate in the signal 
region, are both minimised. Any fluctuation in the number of background events will 
also be minimised, resulting in a low estimate of NB and a biased analysis. For this 
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reason, cut-optimisation is undertaken using only half of the on-resonance BB events 
in the sideband region, the even numbered events. The background in the signal re-
gion is then estimated by using the optimised cuts on the other half of the events, the 
odd numbered events, and scaling up by a factor of two. Equation 5.8 then becomes, 
NB = A2N S b. 	 (5.10) 
For the blind analyses presented here, the distribution of events in the signal region 
of the mES-E  plane was kept hidden until the analysis cuts were optimised and the 
analyses were ready for unblinding. Since the signal region is blinded, NS is calculated 
using, 
NS = €NBB Bb. , 	 (5.11) 
where e is the signal efficiency, which was obtained from the signal MC, NB f3 is the 
number of BB events used for these analyses, and 5ba  is the best available measure-
ment, or estimate, of the branching fraction for each mode. 
5.11 Signal Efficiency and Corrections 
The signal efficiency e is given by, 
= NS MC  
NMC 
(5.12) 
where NMC is the total number of signal MC events used for the analyses (20,000 
events) and NSMC  is the number of signal MC events that pass the selection variable 
cuts in the signal region. As a result of discrepancies between the generated MC and 
the detector data, € must be corrected using a number of correction factors. 
Some of these correction factors are obtained using control samples from data. These 
include correction factors for tracking efficiencies, particle ID efficiencies, and for the 
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Table 5.6: Efficiency correction factors for the discrepancies between the generated 
MC and on-resonance data for the analyses presented here. The particle ID and 
tracking corrections and their errors, are for two pions, two kaons, and two tracks. 
Correction Factor 
	
2 x ir meson particle ID 	0.988 ± 0.040 
2 x K meson particle ID 	0.986 ± 0.099 
2x tracks tracking 	0.969 ± 0.023 
K meson 	1.034 ± 0.037 
LE 	0.993 ± 0.009 
fliES 	1.000±0.014 
selection of KS0 mesons. In addition, correction factors for the MES  and AE distri-
butions were obtained using the calibration mode, by comparing their distributions 
from signal MC and from on-resonance data for the final set of selection variable cuts 
for the B° -* Dirt analysis. A list of the efficiency corrections is given in Table 5.6. 
The corrected MC signal efficiency c c
, 
is the product of these corrections and E. 
For the analyses presented here, where neutral B mesons decay to a three-body final 
state with one Ifso meson and two tracks, the decay B ° -* D 7r+, where D -* Kir, 
was chosen for the calibration mode. This mode offers a large branching fraction and 
suffers from relatively small backgrounds, allowing good comparisons between signal 
MC and on-resonance data, and making it ideal as a calibration mode. This mode 
was studied following the method used for the two modes of interest. 
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5.12 Branching Fraction Measurement 
Once the selection variable cuts were optimised and the analyses were unblinded, the 
number of signal events N, was determined by subtracting the estimated number 
of background events in the signal region NB, from the total number of events Nsig , 
observed there. 
N5 = Nsig - NB. 	 (5.13) 
The branching fraction B for each analysis is then given by, 
N5 
= NBB c Bsec 	
(5.14) 
where, 
cc = e x Correction Factors, 	 (5.15) 
and Bsec  is the product of the secondary branching fractions for the secondary decays 
used to reconstruct the mode being measured. 
Chapter 6 
Analysis Results and Discussion 
6.1 Analysis Details of the Calibration Mode, B ° —+ 
The calibration mode was used to validate the analyses of the two rare charmless 
hadronic B meson decays presented here. In addition, it was used to determine cor-
rection factors for the mEs  and AE selections, for the signal efficiency €, for each 
mode. These correction factors were used to correct for discrepancies between the 
generated MC and data. They were obtained by comparing the distributions of the 
mEs and LE selection variables from signal MC and from on-resonance data. The 
calibration mode must be a B meson decay mode with a relatively large branching 
fraction compared to the two modes under study, and one that offers low background 
levels so that the signal in the data distributions is prominent. 
The mode B ° —* D 7r+, where D —* Kr, was chosen as a suitable calibration 
mode. This mode has a KSO meson and two tracks in its final state, which is the same 
as that in the decay B ° —* K* r_ ,  where K*+ 	K 7r+. The two final state tracks 
in both of these modes are irr, one of which comes from the B meson's resonant 
daughter. Although this mode is not an ideal match to the final state of B° —* 
where q —+ K+K and the two final state tracks are both from the B meson's resonant 
daughter, it is the best match to the overall final state of this decay. 
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Table 6.1: The selection variables used for the selection of the B ° —* D 1r+ mode, 
where D —+ K7(. 
	
Selection Variable 	 Optimised 
Thrust angle I COS  OT I 	Optimised 
Fisher discriminant 	 Optimised 
Track particle ID for pions 	Optimised 
Ko meson mass 	 Not optimised 
KS0 meson flight length cr/cr- 	Optimised 
D meson mass 	 Optimised 
Beam-energy constrained LE 	Not optimised 
Beam-energy substituted mass, mEs Not optimised 
The analysis and measurement of the branching fraction for this mode were carried 
out by following closely the methods described in Chapter 5. The details of the 
background characterisation and cut-optimisation of the selection variables are given 
in Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3, along with the results obtained for each procedure. The 
selection variables used for the selection of this mode are listed in Table 6.1. This table 
indicates the selection variables that were optimised according to the method described 
in Section 5.10, in order to obtain the highest significance for the measurement of the 
branching fraction. 
6.1.1 Study of the Signal MC for B° —+ 
Signal MC data were used to determine the signal efficiency for the three modes 
analysed. In addition, the signal MC data were used to help define the extents of 
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the signal region in the mES-/E  plane. The distributions of mEs  and LE from the 
signal MC for B° -+ Dirt, where D -+ Kir, are shown in Figure 6.1. Also 
shown is the D meson mass distribution from the same signal MC data. The final 
optimised selection variable cuts that are listed in Table 6.4 were used to produce 
these distributions. 
The signal region for all of the three modes analysed is defined by, 
5.273 GeV/c2 <mEs < 5.285 GeV/c2 and I1EI <0.07 GeV 
and the sideband region that was used to estimate the background in the signal region 
is defined by, 
5.20 GeV/c2 <mEs < 5.27 GeV/c2 and IEI <0.2 GeV 
Note that, although the sideband region used for the background characterisation 
of LE spans JAEJ < 0.3 GeV, only the IEI < 0.2 GeV region is used for the 
estimation of the background in the signal region. This was done in order to reduce the 
effect of backgrounds from incorrectly reconstructed B mesons with missing energy, 
on the estimation of the number of background events in the signal region. These 
backgrounds appear in the LE < —0.1 GeV region within the limits of the ms signal 
region, and are not characteristic of the distribution of the continuum background in 
the rest of the mEs-AE  plane. 
6.1.2 Background Characterisation for B° —+ D1r+ 
The shapes of the background distributions of mEs  and AE were characterised as 
described in Section 5.9. Figure 6.2 shows the values of the Argus function parameter 
, which were obtained from the fits to the mES  background distributions for different 
values of the I cos 0T I selection variable. This characterisation is shown for two differ-
ent sets of selection cuts for each of the on-resonance and off-resonance data. These 
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Figure 6.1: The ms (top right) and AE (bottom left) distributions for 20,000 B° —* 
Dir signal MC events, where D — Kir. The shaded bands in the 2-D scatter 
plot of the mEs-AE plane (bottom right), show the constraint of the signal region 
of each variable on the distribution of the other. Also shown is the D meson mass 
distribution (top left) from the same signal MC data, for the candidates in the signal 
region. 
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Table 6.2: The selection variables used for the background characterisations of ms 
and /.E for the B° —+ D 1r+ analysis. The thrust angle I cos  OTI  selections were 
applied with both the loose and the tight selection on the Fisher discriminant. 
Selections 
Selection Variable 	 Loose 	Tight 
	
Fisher discriminant 	< 1.5 	< 0.5 
meson mass 	1869 ± 200 MeV/c 2 
KS0 meson flight length cr/arn- 	 > 0.0 
Track particle ID for pions 	not tight kaon ID 
KS0 meson mass 	498 ± 8 MeV/c2 
Thrust angle I cos  OT 	< 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 0.98, 1.00 
include selection cuts on the D meson mass, the cr/a selection on the flight length 
of the Kos meson, and a loose and a tight selection cut on the Fisher discriminant 
as summarised in Table 6.2. The same set of selection criteria were applied for the 
characterisation of the two parameters C and D of the quadratic fit to the LE back-
ground distribution. The values of C and D for these characterisations are shown in 
Figure 6.3. 
The top plot in Figure 6.2 shows the results of the fits to the sum of the mEs back-
ground distributions in the upper and lower AE sidebands, which are defined by 0.1 
GeV <LiE < 0.3 GeV and -0.3 GeV < AE <-0.1 GeV, respectively. The bottom 
plot in this figure shows the results of the chäracterisation of the ms background dis-
tribution for each of the upper and lower AE sidebands individually, for on-resonance 
data only. 
There is considerable cross-talk in this mode from B meson decays to other final states 
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Figure 6.2: The values of the Argus function parameter , obtained by fitting the mEs 
distributions in the upper and lower LE sidebands together (top), and separately 
(bottom), for the B ° --~ D 7r+ analysis. On-resonance and off-resonance data were 
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Figure 6.3: The values of the parameters C (top) and D (bottom), of the quadratic 
fits to the AE background distributions for the B° -+ D 7r+ analysis. On-resonance 
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with a charmed meson. These modes may include B°  -* Dp+, where D -* Kir 
and p+ or B° -* D*_ lr+, where D*_ D7r0 and D -+ Kir. Incorrectly 
reconstructed B meson candidates from these modes will have missing energy due to a 
missing final state particle. The missing particle for the two mentioned modes would 
be the 7r° meson, which would result in a LE that is less than 0 GeV by at least the 
nominal mass of the 7r0 meson. These incorrectly reconstructed B mesons fall within 
the AE < 0 GeV region of the mES-/E  plane as shown in Figure 6.4, which was 
produced using the final optimised selection variable cuts in Table 6.4. As a result, 
this cross-talk affects the background characterisations for this mode. The fit to the 
mES background distribution in the lower /E sideband, therefore, does not correctly 
characterise the continuum background. For the determination of , only the fits to 
the mEs background distributions from off-resonance data and the upper LE sideband 
in on-resonance data were used. The same cross-talk affects the characterisation of the 
AE background distribution in on-resonance data, and the off-resonance data were 
therefore used for the characterisation of the continuum background in LE. 
The chosen value for each of the parameters , C, and D, was not obtained by using a 
fit to the values shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. This was. because it was found-that. the 
variation of their values between the large systematic errors assigned to. them, made 
an insignificant difference to the value of the ratio A, and hence, the estimation of 
the number of background events in the signal. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the chosen 
value (solid line) for each of the characterised parameters, which is a best estimate 
from the values obtained, with the assigned systematic errors (dashed lines). These 
results are summarised in Table 6.3.. The calculated value of A for this analysis is 
0.0439 ± 0.0034. 
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Figure 6.4: The distribution of reconstructed B meson candidates from on-resonance 
data, for the B° -+ D ir+ analysis. Considerable cross-talk from B meson decays 
to other final states with a charmed meson is evident in the lower AE sideband, 
within the limits of the ms signal region. This cross-talk creeps into the lower right 
hand corner of the square sideband region used for the characterisation of the LE 
background distribution. 
6.1.3 Cut-Optimisation for B °  —+ D1r+ 
The procedure for cut-optimisation was described in Section 5.10. The best available 
branching fraction that was used in Equation 5.11 to estimate NS was [17], 
Bba ((B 0 4 D7() X (D- . K 07r) X (K° K) X (K 4 
	
= (3.0 x iO n ) x 0.028 x 0.500 x 0.686 	 (6.1) 
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Table 6.3: Results of the background characterisations of ms and LE for the B° —+ 
D r+ analysis. 
Background Fitted Fit Value and 
Distribution Function Parameter Systematic Error 
ms Argus 23 ± 4 
LE Quadratic C —1.6 ± 0.3 
LE 	Quadratic 	D 	1.0 ± 0.5 
The final set of selection variables are listed in Table 6.4. 
6.1.4 Study of the Backgrounds in B° —+ Dir+ 
Using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts shown in Table 6.4, the number 
of reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region, Nsjg , and in the sideband 
region, Nsb,  were counted for every event in off-resonance data, and in the generic 
MC and charmless hadronic BR MC data that were introduced in Sections 4.4.2 and 
4.4.3, respectively. 
The results are given in Table 6.5 and show a considerable number of events in the 
signal region for the generic B°B° MC data sample. A study of the MC decay trees 
for these events shows that 55 of the 62 events include the signal mode B° —+ D 1r+, 
where D — Kr and K — 7r+ 7r . Of the remaining seven events, two have the 
decay B° —+ Krr, where K —* 7r+ 7r , and the others involve decays where muons 
and high energy kaons have been misidentified as pions. In addition, of the ten events 
in the signal region in the charmless hadronic BR MC data sample, five include the 
signal mode from the B meson which was not forced to decay to a charmless final state, 
four are the non-resonant B° —* K ir+ir mode, and one is the mode B° —f p°K. 
The latter has four charged pions in its final state, which is the same as for the signal 
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Table 6.4: The final set of selection variable cuts used in the B ° —* Dr analysis. 
Selection Variable 	 Cut Value 
	
Thrust angle I cos OTI 	< 1.0 (no cut) 
Fisher discriminant 	< 0.4 
Track particle ID for pions not tight kaon ID 
K o meson mass 498 ± 8 MeV/c2 
K meson flight length cr/a CT 	> 2.0 • 
D meson mass 1869 ± 30 MeV/c 2 
Beam-energy constrained IzEI 	<70 MeV 
Beam-energy substituted mass, mEs 5279 ± 6 MeV/c2 
mode. 
Except for the cross-talk from the. non-resonant decay B ° —* K.7r+ 1r , where K —* 
7r -7r, the cross-talk from all the other mentioned modes is thought to be negligible. 
A study of 17,000 exclusive MC events of the non-resonant decay B ° —+ K 7r+ 7r , 
where K —* irir, using the optimised selection cuts in Table 6.4, resulted in 108 
reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region. This represents a selection 
efficiency of 0.64 %. 
There is currently no published measurement of the branching fraction for the non-
resonant decay. B 0 —* Kirir, and only an upper limit of -5(B ° —+. K°irir) < 
4.4 x 10 at 90 % confidence limit (CL) has been calculated [56]. Using the branching 
fraction of 5(B ° —* K °irir) = 5x 10 [57] that was recently presented by the CLEO 
experiment,, and taking into account the secondary branching fractions for K ° —+ Kos 
and K —+ 7r+ 7r ,. the number of expected background events due to B ° —~ K7+7r 
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Table 6.5: The number of reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region, Nsig, 
and sideband region, Nab, in off-resonance data, and in the generic MC and charmless 
hadronic BB MC data. The number of signal events and non-resonant events with 
the same final state, Nt rue, are also given. £ is the equivalent integrated luminosity 
for the data samples used. 
Data 	 L (fb4) Nsig Nsb 	 Nt rue 
	
Charmless BB MC data 	21 	10 	14 5 + 4 non-resonant 
Generic B°B° MC data 	5.0 	62 	12 55.+ 2 non-resonant 
Generic BB MC data 	8.3 
	
0 	22 	 -. 
Generic cë MC data 	5.0 
	
1 	70 	 - 
Generic uds MC data 	5.7 
	
3 	119 	— 
Off-resonance data 	2.6 	3 	82 	 - 
is 2.5 events. This adds a negligible systematic error to the measurement of B(B° -+ 
D ir+) and is not taken into account. 
6.1.5 Branching Fraction of B °  —+ 
Using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts shown in Table 6.4, the number 
of reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region, Ns jg , was counted for every 
event in on-resonance data. The number of background events in the signal region, 
NB, was estimated using Equation 5.10. For this purpose, the number of events in the 
sideband region, Nab, was counted for only half of the events from on-resonance data, 
the odd numbered events, and scaled up by a factor of two. This was done in order to 
avoid introducing a bias by minimising any fluctuations in the number of background 
events in the cut-optimisation process described in Section 5.10. The number of signal 
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Table 6.6: The final results for the B° -+ D 7r+ analysis. Unless otherwise stated, 
the first error is the statistical error and the second is the systematic error. 
	
Number of events in signal region, Nsig 	 210 
Number of events in sideband region, Nsb 	 706 
Ratio of sideband to signal region events, A 	0.0439±0.0034(syst.) 
Number of background events in signal region, NB 	31.0 ± 1.6 ± 2.4 
Number of signal events in signal region, Ns 	 179.0 
Number of B° and B° mesons, equal to NB 	(22.55 ± 0.36(total)) x 10 
Corrected Selection efficiency, e. 	23.0 ± 0.3 ± 1.4 % 
Secondary Branching Fractions, B 	0.028 x 0.500 x 0.686 
Branching fraction, 5(B° -4 Dirt) (3.59 ± 0.29 ± 0.35) x 10 
events, N5, was calculated using Equation 5.13. The branching fraction was calculated 
using Equation 5.14. 
The final results are summarised in Table 6.6. The final branching fraction of B(B° -* 
Dir) = (3.59 ± 0.29(stat.) ± 0.35(syst.)) x 10 3 was obtained using the secondary 
branching fractions B(D -* K°r) = 0.0277 ± 0.0018, 13(K° - K) = 0.5, and 
23(K -* irir) = 0.686 ± 0.003. This measurement is in good agreement with 
the world-average branching fraction for this mode, I3ave (B ° D7(F) = (3.0 ± 
0.4(total)) x 10 	[17]. 
Figure 6.5 shows the mEs and AE distributions from on-resonance data, which were 
obtained using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts listed in Table 6.4. 
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Figure 6.5: The mEs  (top right) and AE (bottom left) distributions obtained from 
on-resonance data using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts listed in Table 
6.4 for the B ° -+ Dirt analysis. Also shown is the D meson mass distribution (top 
left) from the same data, for the candidates in the signal region. 
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Table 6.7: The selection variables used for the selection of the B° —* OKO mode, 
where — K+K. 
Selection Variable Optimised 
Thrust angle I  cos °T I Optimised 
Fisher discriminant Optimised 
Track particle ID for kaons Optimised 
KS0 meson mass Not optimised 
KS0 meson flight length cr/,- Optimised 
meson resonance mass Optimised 
4' meson helicity angle I  cos OH I Optimised 
Beam-energy constrained LE Not optimised 
Beam-energy substituted mass, mEs Not optimised 
6.2 Analysis Details of .B ° -+ 
This mode was reconstructed for the secondary decays 4' — K+K -  and KS0 irr. 
The reconstruction of the 4' and KS0 mesons were described in Sections 5.5 and 5.4, 
respectively. The selection variables used for the selection of this mode are listed in 
Table 6.7. This table indicates the selection variables that were optimised according 
to the method described in Section 5.10, in order to obtain the highest significance 
for the measurement of the branching fraction. 
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6.2.1 Study of the Signal MC for B° —+ 
The use of signal MC data was motivated in Section 6.1.1. The distributions of mEs 
and LE from the signal MC for this mode are shown in Figure 6.6. Also shown is the 
meson mass distribution from the same signal MC data. The final optimised selection 
variable cuts that are listed in Table 6.10 were used to produce these distributions. 
6.2.2 Background Characterisation for B ° —f qK 
The values of the Argus function parameter 6 , which were obtained from the fits to the 
mEs background distributions for different values of the I cos OT I selection variable, are 
shown in Figure 6.7. This characterisation is shown for two different sets of selection 
cuts for each of the on-resonance and off-resonance data. These include selection 
cuts on the 0 meson resonance mass, the q  meson helicity angle I  cos OH   selection, the 
c-rlac, selection on the flight length of the A.'so meson, and a loose and a tight selection 
cut on the Fisher discriminant as summarised in Table 6.8. The same set of selection 
criteria were applied for the characterisation of the two parameters C and D of the 
quadratic fit to the LE background distribution. The values of C and D for these 
characterisations are shown in Figure 6.8. 
The top plot in Figure 6.7 shows the results of the fits to the sum ofthe ms back-
ground distributions in the upper and lower LE sidebands. The bottom plot in this 
figure shows the results of the characterisation of the mEs  background distribution for 
each of the upper and lower AE sidebands individually, for on-resonance data only. 
Due to the lack of statistics from off-resonance data in the background distributions 
in this analysis, only the characterisations from the on-resonance data were used for 
the parameters ,' C, and D. The chosen value for each of these parameters was not 
obtained by using a fit to the values shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. This was because 
it was found that the variation of their values between the large systematic errors 
assigned to them, made an insignificant difference to the value of the ratio A, and 
hence, the estimation of the number of background events in the signal. Figures 6.7 
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Figure 6.6: The mEs (top right) and LE (bottom left) distributions for 20,000 B° -- 
OKSO signal MC events, where 0 —* KK and K —* irir. The shaded bands in 
the 2-D scatter plot of the mEs-AE  plane (bottom right), show the constraint of the 
signal region of each variable on the distribution of the other. Also shown is the q 
meson mass distribution (top left) from the same signal MC data, for the candidates 
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Figure 6.7: The values of the Argus function parameter , obtained by fitting the ms 
distributions in the upper and lower LE sidebands together (top), and separately 
(bottom), for the B° -+ OKSO analysis. On-resonance and off-resonance data were 
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Figure 6.8: The values of the parameters C (top) and D (bottom), of the quadratic 
fits to the AE background distributions for the B° -* OK SO analysis. On-resonance 
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Table 6.8: The selection variables used for the background characterisations of ms 
and LE for the B ° -* OKSO analysis. The thrust angle I cos OTt  selections were applied 
with both the loose and the tight selection on the Fisher discriminant. 
Selections 
Selection Variable 	 Loose 	Tight 
	
Fisher discriminant 	< 1.5 	< 0.5 
meson resonance mass 	1020± 200 MeV/c 2 
meson helicity angle I cos  OH 	 > 0.1 
KS0 meson flight length cr/a rn- 	 > 0.0 
Track particle ID for kaons 	notApion kaon ID 
KSO meson mass 	498 ± 8 MeV/c 2 
Thrust angle I  COS OTI <0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 0.98, 1.00 
and 6.8 show the chosen value (solid line) for each of the characterised parameters, 
which is a best estimate from the values obtained, with the assigned systematic errors 
(dashed lines). These results are summarised in Table 6.9. The calculated value of .4 
for this analysis is 0.0477 ± 0.0034. Note that, these results are consistent with the 
results of the background characterisation for the B ° -+ D ir+ analysis presented in 
Table 6.3. 
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Table 6.9: Results of the background characterisations of mES and LE for the B° —* 
OKSO analysis. 
Background 	Fitted 	Fit 	Value and 
Distribution Function Parameter Systematic Error 
mEs 	Argus 	 28 ± 4 
AE 	Quadratic 	C 	—1.2 ± 0.3 
LE 	Quadratic 	D 	0.55 ± 0.5 
6.2.3 Cut-Optimisation for B° —+ OKO 
The best available branching fraction that was used in Equation 5.11 to estimate N5 
was [17], 
13b a ((B 0 + q5K°) x (q —+ KK) x (K° -~ K) x (K -4 irr)) 
= (8.0 x 10_6)  x 0.492 x 0.500 x 0.686 	 (6.2) 
= 1.35 x 10 -6 . 
The branching fraction of B(B° —* K°) = 8.0 x 10-6  is consistent with the pub-
lished measurement from the BABAR experiment, B(B° —* K ° ) = (8.1t(stat.) ± 
0.8(syst.)) x 10-6  [58], using the same data that were used for the analyses presented 
here. 
The final set of selection variables are listed in Table 6.10. 
6.2.4 Study of the Backgrounds in B° —+ 4K 
Using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts shown in Table 6.10, the number 
of reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region, N sig , and in the sideband 
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Table 6.10: The final set of selection variable cuts used in the B ° —* OKO analysis. 
Selection Variable 	 Cut Value 
	
Thrust angle I cos OT 	< 0.95 
Fisher discriminant 	< 0.1 
Track particle ID for kaons notApion kaon ID 
KSO meson mass 498 ± 8 MeV/c2 
KO meson flight length CT/cr CT 	 > 8.0 
meson resonance mass 1020 ± 15 MeV/c 2 
meson helicity angle I  cos  OH 	> 0.2 
Beam-energy constrained J AEJ 	<70 MeV 
Beam-energy substituted mass, mEs 5279 ± 6 MeV/c2 
region, Nsb, were counted for every event in off-resonance data, and in the generic 
MC and charmless hadronic BB MC data introduced in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, 
respectively. 
The results are shown in Table 6.11. A study of the MC decay trees of the four 
events from the charmless hadronic BB MC data sample, and the two events from 
the generic B ° B° MC data sample, which are found in the signal region, shows that 
they all include the signal mode B ° —* q5K, where q —~ KK and K --~ irr. 
No B meson backgrounds, therefore, were taken into account for this analysis. 
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Table 6.11: The number of reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region, 
Nsig, and sideband region, Nsb,  in off-resonance data, and in the generic MC and 
charmless hadronic BB MC data. The number of signal events, Ntr ue , are also given. 
£ is the equivalent integrated luminosity for the data samples used. 
Data 
	
£ (fb-1 ) Nsig Nsb Ntrue 
	
Charmless BB MC data 
	
21 	4 	1 	4 
Generic B ° B° MC data 
	
5.0 	2 	0 	2 
Generic BB MC data 	8.3 
	
0 	0 	- 
Generic cë MC data 	5.0 
	
2 	22 	- 
Generic uds MC data 	5.7 
	
2 	14 	- 
Off-resonance data 	2.6 	0 	11 	- 
6.2.5 Branching Fraction of B° -+ OKO 
Using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts shown in Table 6.10, the number 
of reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region, Nsig , was counted for every 
event in on-resonance data. The number of background events in the signal region, 
NB, was estimated using Equation 5.10 using only the odd numbered events from 
on-resonance data and scaling up by a factor of two. The number of signal events, 
N, was calculated using Equation 5.13. The branching fraction was calculated using 
Equation 5.14. 
The final results are summarised in Table 6.12. The final branching fraction of B(B ° -* 
K°) = (9.3±3.4(stat.)±1.1(syst.))x 10-6  was obtained using the secondary branching 
fractions B(q5 -* KK) = 0.492±0.007, B(K° -* K) = 0.5, and 5(K -* irir) = 
0.686 ± 0.003. The significance of this branching fraction measurement is 4.9a. This 
measurement is in good agreement with that published by the BABAR experiment, 
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Table 6.12: The final results for the B ° -+ OKSO analysis. Unless otherwise stated, the 
first error is the statistical error and the second is the systematic error. 
	
Number of events in signal region, Nsig 	 15 
Number of events in sideband region, Nsb 	 90 
Ratio of sideband to signal region events, A 	0.0477±0.0034(syst.) 
Number of background events in signal region, NB 	4.3 ± 0.6 ± 0.3 
Number of signal events in signal region, Ns 	 10.7 
Number of B ° and B° mesons, equal to NB 	(22.55 ± 0.36(total)) x 10 
Corrected Selection efficiency, Ec 	30.4 ± 0.4 ± 3.3 % 
Secondary Branching Fractions, Bsec 	0.492 X 0.500 X 0.686 
Branching fraction, 5(13 0 —+ çbK ° ) 	( 9.3 ± 3.4 ± 1.1) x 10 6 
13(B ° — çbK ° ) = (8.1t(stat.) ± 0.8(syst.)) x 10 6  [58], which was obtained using a 
maximum likelihood fit method. 
The quoted significance was calculated following the method described in reference [59]. 
This significance represents the difference between the observed number of events in 
the signal region, Ns ig , and the estimated number of background events in the signal 
region, NB, and is calculated as a multiple of a, where a = -v/variance. The variance of 
this difference is the combination of the error on the estimated number of background 
events in the signal region, NB, and its error. For this analysis the variance is given 
by, 
2 variance = 4.3 + 0.6  + 0. 32 . 	 (6.3) 
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The significance is then given by, 
15-4.3 
significance = 	. 
a 	
(6.4) 
Figure 6.9 shows the MES  and LE distributions from on-resonance data, which were 
obtained using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts listed in Table 6.10. 
6.3 Analysis Details of B° —+ K*+ lr  
This mode was reconstructed for the secondary decays K*+ KO ir+, K° -* K, and 
K -4 lr+7r. The reconstruction of K*+  mesons was described in Section 5.6. The 
selection variables used for the selection of this mode are listed in Table 6.13. This 
table indicates the selection variables that were optimised according to the method de-
scribed in Section 5.10, in order to obtain the highest significance for the measurement 
of the branching fraction. 
6.3.1 Study of the Signal MC for B° —+ K*+7r  
The use of signal MC data was motivated in Section 6.1.1. The distributions of 
mEs and LE from the signal MC for this mode are shown in Figure 6.10. Also 
shown is the K*+  meson mass distribution from the same signal MC data. The final 
optimised selection variable cuts that are listed in Table 6.16 were used to produce 
these distributions. 
6.3.2 Background Characterisation for B° —+ K*+lr  
The values of the Argus function parameter , which were obtained from the fits to the 
mEs background distributions for different values of the I cos OT I selection variable, are 
shown in Figure 6.11. This characterisation is shown for two different sets of selection 
cuts for each of the on-resonance and off-resonance data. These include selection cuts 
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Figure 6.9: The ms (top right) and LE (bottom left) distributions obtained from 
on-resonance data using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts listed in Table 
6.10 for the B ° —* OK O analysis. Also shown is the 0 meson mass distribution (top 
left) from the same data, for the candidates in the signal region. 
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Figure 6.10: The ms (top right) and LE (bottom left) distributions for 20,000 
B° —+ K*+ lr_ signal MC events, where K*+ K ir+ and K —* ir+ir- . The shaded 
bands in the 2-D scatter plot of the mEs-1E  plane (bottom right), show the constraint 
of the signal region of each variable on the distribution of the other. Also shown is 
the K*+  meson mass distribution (top left) from the same signal MC data, for the 
candidates in the signal region. 
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Table 6.13: The selection variables used for the selection of the B° —* K*+lr_ mode, 
where K*+ K 1r+. 
Selection Variable 	 Optimised 
Thrust angle I cos 9T I 	Optimised 
Fisher discriminant 	 Optimised 
	
Track particle ID for pions 	Optimised 
KS0 meson mass 	 Not optimised 
KS0 meson flight length cr/a 	Optimised 
K*+ meson resonance mass 	Optimised 
K*+ meson helicity angle I cos OH I 	Optimised 
Beam-energy constrained LE 	Not optimised 
Beam-energy substituted mass, ms Not optimised 
on the K*+  meson resonance mass, the K*+  meson helicity angle I cos 0H I selection, 
the cr/cr selection on the flight length of the KSO meson, and a loose and a tight 
selection cut on the Fisher discriminant as summarised in Table 6.14. The same set 
of selection criteria were applied for the characterisation of the two parameters C and 
D of the quadratic fit to the LE background distribution. The values of C and D for 
these characterisations are shown in Figure 6.12. 
The top plot in Figure 6.11 shows the results of the fits to the sum of the ms 
background distributions in the upper and lower AE sidebands. The bottom plot in 
this figure shows the results of the characterisation of the mEs  background distribution 
for each of the upper and lower LE sidebands individually, for on-resonance data only. 
The chosen value for each of the parameters , C, and D, was not obtained by using 
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Figure 6.11: The values of the Argus function parameter , obtained by fitting the 
ms distributions in the upper and lower LE sidebands together (top), and separately 
(bottom), for the B° -* K*+ lr_ analysis. On-resonance and off-resonance data were 
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Figure 6.12: The values of the parameters C (top) and D (bottom), of the quadratic 
fits to the AE background distributions for the B° -* K*+ rr_ analysis. On-resonance 
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Table 6.14: The selection variables used for the background characterisations of ms 
and LE for the B ° —* K*+ 7r_ analysis. The thrust angle I cos  OTI  selections were 






Fisher discriminant 	< 1.5 	< 0.5 
K*+ meson resonance mass 	892± 140 MeV/c 2 
meson helicity angle I COS OHi 	 > 0.1 
KS0 meson flight length cr/cr- 	 > 0.0 
Track particle ID for pions 	not tight kaon ID 
KS0 meson mass 	498 ± 8 MeV/c2 
Thrust angle I COS OTi <0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 0.98, 1.00 
a fit to the values shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. This was because it was found 
that the variation of their values between the large systematic errors assigned to 
them, made an insignificant difference to the value of the ratio A, and hence, the 
estimation of the number of background events in the signal. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 
show the chosen value (solid line) for each of the characterised parameters, which is a 
best estimate from the values obtained, with the assigned systematic errors (dashed 
lines). These results are summarised in Table 6.15. The calculated value of A for this 
analysis is 0.0453 ± 0.0034. Note that, these results are consistent with the results of 
the background characterisations for the B° —* D 1r+ and the B° -* OK SO analyses 
presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.9, respectively. 
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Table 6.15: Results of the background characterisations of mEs and LE for the B ° —* 
K*+lr_ analysis. 
Background 	Fitted 	Fit 	Value and 
Distribution Function Parameter Systematic Error 
mEs 	Argus 	 25 ± 4 
AE 	Quadratic 	C 	-1.2 ± 0.3 
AE 	Quadratic 	D 	0.9 ± 0.5 
6.3.3 Cut-Optimisation for B °  -+ K*+lr_ 
The best available branching fraction that was used in Equation 5.11 to estimate N8 
was [17], 
Bba((B 0 4 K*+ir_) X  (K*+ K°7) X (K ° + K) X (K _+ 
= (22.0 x 10-6)  x 0.666 x 0.500 x 0.686 
= 5.03 x 10. 
(6.5) 
The branching fraction of 13(13 0  —+ K*+ir_) = 22.0 x 10-6  is an unpublished measure-
ment made by the CLEO experiment [50]. The branching fraction B(K*+ K °ir) = 
2/3 is obtained using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
The final set of selection variables are listed in Table 6.16. 
6.3.4 Study of the Backgrounds in B°  -+ K*+lr 
Using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts shown in Table 6.16, the number 
of reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region, Nsig , and in the sideband 
region, Nsb, were counted for every event in off-resonance data, and in the generic 
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Table 6.16: The final set of selection variable cuts used in the B ° -+ K* r_ analysis. 
Selection Variable 	 Cut Value 
	
Thrust angle I cos  OT 	<0.85 
Fisher discriminant 	< —0.2 
Track particle ID for pions not tight kaon ID 
KS0 meson mass 498 ± 8 MeV/c 2 
K o meson flight length cr/a 	> 5.0 
K*+ meson resonance mass 892 ± 60 MeV/c 2 
K*+ meson helicity angle I cos  OH 	> 0.4 
Beam-energy constrained IEI 	<70 MeV 
Beam-energy substituted mass, ms 5279 ± 6 MeV/c 2 
MC and charmless hadronic BB MC data introduced in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, 
respectively. 
The results are shown in Table 6.17. A study of the MC decay trees of the six events 
from the charmless hadronic BB MC data sample, which are found in the signal region, 
shows that they all include the signal mode B ° -+ K*+lr_ ,  where K*+ K ir+ and 
KS0 7r+ 7r . A study of 17,000 exclusive MC events of the non-resonant decay 
B ° -* Kirr, where K -~ 7rR- , using the optimised selection cuts in Table 6.16, 
resulted in 42 reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region. This represents 
a selection efficiency of 0.25 %. 
Using the branching fraction of 13(13 0 -+ K°ifir) = 5 x 10 [57], and taking into 
account the secondary branching fractions for K ° -+ A'so and K -* i(ir, the number 
of expected background events due to B ° -* Kirir is 1 event. As with the B ° - 
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Table 6.17: The number of reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region, 
Nsig, and sideband region, N8b, in off-resonance data, and in the generic MC and 
charmless hadronic BB MC data. The number of signal events, Ntrue, are also given. 
L is the equivalent integrated luminosity for the data samples used. 
Data 	 L (th-1 ) Nsig Nsb Ntrue 
Charmless BB MC data 21 6 2 	6 
Generic B ° B° MC data 5.0 0 1 	- 
Generic BB 	MC data 8.3 0 1 	- 
Generic cë MC data 5.0 4 26 	- 
Generic uds MC data 5.7 1 40 	- 
Off-resonance data 	2.6 	1 	29 	- 
D r+ analysis, this background adds a negligible systematic error to the measurement 
of B(B ° -* K*+lr_) and is not taken into account. 
6.3.5 Branching Fraction of B° —+ K*+ lr _ 
Using the final set Of optimised selection variable cuts shown in Table 6.16, the number 
of reconstructed B meson candidates in the signal region, Nsig, was counted for every 
event in on-resonance data. The number of background events in the signal region, 
NB, was estimated using Equation 5.10 using only the odd numbered events from 
on-resonance data and scaling up by a factor of two. The number of signal events, 
N, was calculated using Equation 5.13. The branching fraction was calculated using 
Equation 5.14. 
The final results are summarised in Table 6.18. The final branching fraction of 
B(B° -* K*+ir_) = (20.8 ± 9.3(stat.) ± 2.1(syst.)) x 10 -6  was obtained using the 
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Table 6.18: The final results for the B° —* K* r_ analysis. Unless otherwise stated, 
the first error is the statistical error and the second is the systematic error. 
	
Number of events in signal region, Nsjg 	 22 
Number of events in sideband region, Nsb 	 248 
Ratio of sideband to signal region events, A 	0.0453±0.0034(syst.) 
Number of background events in signal region, NB 	11.2 ± 1.0 ± 0.8 
Number of signal events in signal region, N5 	 10.8 
Number of B ° and B° mesons, equal to NB 	(22.55 ± 0.36(total)) x 10 
Corrected Selection efficiency, € 	10.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.6 % 
Secondary Branching Fractions, 5 	0.666 x 0.500 x 0.686 
Branching fraction, B(B° -+ K*+ir_) (20.8 ± 9.3 ± 2.1) x 10 6 
secondary branching fractions B(K*+ - K 0 7rE) = , 13(K° —* K) = 0.5, and 
- irr) = 0.686 ± 0.003. The significance of this branching fraction measure-
ment is 3.0cr, which was calculated as described at the end of Section 6.2.5. The 
calculated upper limit for this analysis is 13(B° —+ K*+ir_) < 38.9 x 10_6.  An 
unpublished measurement of this branching fraction from the CLEO experiment is 
Kir) = (23ji(stat.) ± 3(syst.)) x 10-6  [50], which is consistent with the 
measurement presented here. 
Figure 6.13 shows the mEs  and AE distributions from on-resonance data, which were 
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Figure 6.13: The 7ES  (top right) and AE (bottom left) distributions obtained from 
on-resonance data using the final set of optimised selection variable cuts listed in Table 
6.16 for the B ° —* K*+ lr_ analysis. Also shown is the K*+  meson mass distribution 
(top left) from the same data, for the candidates in the signal region. 
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6.4 Statistical and Systematic Errors 
The measured branching fractions have been calculated using Equation 5.14. The 
statistical error on the branching fractions, 0'5(st at), is due to the number of events 
observed in the signal and the sideband regions, Nsig  and N8b,  respectively. Using 





NBB cc Bsec  
The systematic errors for the analyses presented here are due to the uncertainties in 
the estimation of the number of background events in the signal region NB, and hence 
the signal yield N, and the determination of the corrected signal efficiency c c . In 
addition, there are systematic uncertainties due to the determination of the number 
of BB events produced, NBE,  and the error on the product of the secondary branching 
- fractions 8sec 
The Systematic error for the background estimation procedure, and hence the deter-
mination of the signal yield, is derived from the uncertainty in the determination of 
the ratio A. From Equations 5.13 and 5.10, the fractional error on the signal yield is 
given by, 
ANs - IA2Nb 	 67 
Ns - N s ig  - A 2N 8b 
The error on A was obtained by varying the values of the fit parameters , C, and D, 
which were introduced in Section 5.9, between their estimated errors, and calculating 
A. The biggest deviation of the value of A from that obtained using the central values 
of these fit parameters, was taken as the error AA. For all three analyses presented 
here, LA = 0.0034. 
The systematic error from the determination of the corrected signal efficiency, c c , which 
is obtained from signal MC, has two contributions. The first is from the statistical 
error on the number of signal MC events observed in the signal region, NSMC,  and is 
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given by, 
\/NSMC 
x correction factors, 	 (6.8) 
NMC 
where NMC is the total number of signal MC events used in the analyses (20,000 
events). 
The second contribution is a systematic effect from the errors of the efficiency cor-
rection factors listed in Table 5.6. These errors were added in quadrature to give the 
systematic error on c. The systematic error and the statistical contribution given in 
Equation 6.8, were then added in quadrature to obtain the total error on €, 
Acc- ( ( 
VSMC H 
2 + (Cc
i2) 2) , 	 ( 6.9) 
- 	NMC 
where Ii is the error on the efficiency correction factor i. 
The overall systematic error on the branching fraction measurements, U13(syst))  was 
calculated by adding all of the four contributions in quadrature and is given by, 
/ LN 2 	 /LNB\2 (I8sec)2)28 	
(6.10) B(syst) 
= 	N ) + cc ) 	N 	) + 
	
sec 
The final branching fraction measurements were obtained using Equations 5.14, 6.6 
for the statistical error, and 6.10 for the systematic error. The final relation is, 
N5 
= 	
c sec ± 05(stat.) ± 013(syst.) . 	 ( 6.11) 
NB l3  
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Table 6.19: The systematic errors on the ratio A, the number of BB events produced, 
and the secondary branching fractions. The errors that contribute to the corrected 
efficiency E c , are given in Table 5.6. 
Fractional Error (%) 
A 	 7.0 
NBE 	 1.6 
13(D -~ K 07r) 	6.5 
B(q -* KK) 	 1.4 
L3(K -~ irr) 	0.4 
Table 5.6 lists the efficiency correction factors i and their errors Ai, which contribute 
to Ac c as shown in Equation 6.9. Table 6.19 lists the fractional errors for A, NBA, and 
the secondary branching fractions 5(D -* K °ir), B(q5 -4 KK) , and B(K - 
7r7r). Although the fractional error on the ratio A was calculated independently for 
each analysis, the values obtained were all approximately equal to 7.0 %. 
Chapter 7 
Summary and Conclusions 
The studies of the decays B ° -+ OKSO and B° -* K*+lr_, for the measurement of CP 
violation parameters, were motivated in Chapter 2. 
The mode B° -* OK SO is a CF eigenstate that can be used to study time-dependent 
decay rate asymmetries between B° and B° mesons [27]. This will allow a measure-
ment of the CP violation parameter sin 20, which can be compared to that obtained 
using the Golden Mode for this measurement, B° -4 J/'&K. Although the mode 
B° -+ OKSO is a rare decay whose branching fraction is two orders of magnitude 
smaller than that of B° -* J/K, an initial measurement of sin 23 with B° -* OK SO  
should be possible with a few hundred fb' of Y(4S) data. 
The most important difference to note between the two CF eigenstates B° -* OK SO  
and B° -* J/K, is that the former decay can only be described by a gluonic penguin 
diagram [28, 29], while the latter is described by a tree level diagram. Any difference 
that may be found between the measurement of sin 2/3 using these two modes, may 
provide an insight into hidden internal processes of the penguin loop and lead to new 
physics [30, 31]. 
Recent measurements of B meson decays to Kir and irir final states [34, 35, 36], have 
shown considerable contributions from penguin processes to B -* Kir decays. These 
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Table 7.1: The summary of the final results of the branching fraction measurements 
for the decays B ° —* q5K 0 and B ° —* K*+ lr_ ,  and for the calibration mode B ° —* 
D r+. Also presented are the corrected signal efficiency i, the signal yield N, the 
significance a, and the product of the secondary branching fractions 5.ec,  for each 
measurement. For each branching fraction, the first error is the statistical error and 
the second is the systematic error. 
Mode cc (%) NS O 	L3sec 13 
B ° —* Dirt 23.0 179.0 11.3 	0.01 (3.59 ± 0.29 ± 0.35) x 10 
B° —+ çbK ° 30.4 10.7 4.9 	0.17 (9.3 ± 3.4 ± 1.1) x 10 -6 
B° —* K*+lr_ 10.1 10.8 3.0 	0.23 (20.8 ± 9.3 ± 2.1) x 10-6 
<38.9 x 10-6  at 90 % CL 
penguin contributions could increase the possibility of interference between the phases 
of penguin and tree level processes and lead to possible direct CP violation. The study 
of the decay B° —+ K*+lr , may provide a measurement of direct CP violation as a 
result of interference between the phases of the penguin and tree level contributions 
to its final state. 
The results of the branching fraction measurements for the decays B° —* qK ° and 
B ° —* K*+ lr_, and for the calibration mode B° —* D r+, were presented in Chapter 
6 and compared to other measurements. They are summarised in Table 7.1. For the 
calculation of the significance of the calibration mode B ° —+ Dir, the variance on 
the large number of observed events in the signal region, Nsig,  was also taken into 
account, so that the combined variance is given by, 
variance = 210 + 31 + 1.62 + 2.42. 	 (7.1) 
The measurement of the branching fraction for the calibration mode 13(B ° —* D_ ir+), 
is in good agreement with the world-average branching fraction for this mode, t3ave (B° _4 
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Dirt) = (3.0±0.4(total)) x 10, which is presented by the Particle Data Group [17]. 
The measurement of 13(B ° -+ OK') is consistent with the published measurement 
from the BABAR experiment using a maximum likelihood fit method with the same 
data, 13(B° -* 	= (8.1t(stat.) ±0.8(syst.)) x 10-6  [58]. It is also consistent with 
the measurement presented by the Belle experiment, B(B° -* K°) = .9+3-4 	± 
1.0(syst.)) x 10-6  [60]. The CLEO experiment has reported a measurement of 5(B° - 
qK ° ) = (5.4t(stat.) ± 0.7(syst.)) x 10-6,  and an upper limit of L3(B ° - qK°) < 
12.3 x 10-6  at 90 % confidence limit [61]. 
The measurement of 13(B ° -* K*+lr_) is consistent with the unpublished measure-
ments from the CLEO experiment, 13(B° -* K*r) = (23ji(stat.) ± 3(syst.)) x 10 -6 , 
for the secondary decay K*+ K 7+ [50], and from the Belle experiment, L3(B° -+ 
K*r) = (26.0 ± 8.3(stat.) ± 3.5(syst.)) x 10-6  [62]. 
The CLEO experiment has recently presented a measurement of 8(B° -* K*+lr ) = 
(16ii(stat.) ± 2(syst.)) x 10-6,  for the secondary decays K*+ 	K ir+ and  K*+ 
K7r0 [57]. As part of the Dalitz analysis that produced this measurement, the non-
resonant final state B° -* Krir was measured with a branching fraction of B(B° -* 
K °irir) = (50it 0 (stat.) ± 7(syst.)) x 10-6  [57]. The former is consistent with the 
measurement of 8(B ° -* K*+ir) presented here. The branching fraction of the 
non-resonant decay was used in background studies, to estimate the number of non-
resonant events in the B(B° -* Dire) and B(B °  -* K*+7r) measurements presented 
here. 
The range of theoretical predictions for the measurement of B(B° -* q5K ° ) is 0.3-
18 (x10 6 ), and for 13(B° -+ K*+lr_) is 1-19 (x10 6 ) [25]. The measurement of 
13(B ° -+ K°) presented here is within the theoretical range, and that of B(B ° -+ 
K*+lr_) is close to the higher end of the predicted theoretical range. For the latter, a 
considerable difference between experimental results and theoretical predictions would 
be an interesting hint at new physics, possibly from contributions in the penguin loop. 
The errors on the measurements of the branching fractions 5(B ° -+ K°) and B(B° -+ 
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Table 7.2: The results of searches for direct CP violation in the B —* K7r decays 
B ° —* Kir, B —~ K7r0 , and B — K 0 7r for K° — K, from the BABAR [34, 64], 
CLEO [65], and Belle [66] experiments. The asymmetry a, is the difference between 
the number of events decaying to each of the charge conjugate final states, and is given 
by Equation 2.31, although the sign of the asymmetry is dependent on the convention 
used. Also given are the average branching fractions [17] for these modes. 
Mode 	af (BABAR) 	a1 (CLEO) 	a1 (Belle) 	 Bave 
B ° -+ Kir 	-0.07 ± 0.08 ± 0.02 -0.04 ± 0.16 	0.044+0.186+0018 (17.4 ± 1.5) x 10_ 6 —0.167-0.021 
B —+ Kir° 	0.00 ± 0.18 ± 0.04 -0.29 ± 0.23 _0.059+0222+0.055  (12.1 ± 1.6) x 10- 6 —0.196-0.017 
B —* K 0 ir 	-0.21 ± 0.18 ± 0.03 	0.18 ± 0.24 	0.098+0.430+0020 (17.3 ± ) x 10 —0.343-0.063 
K*+lr_) are statistically limited. The systematic errors arise as a result of several 
factors. The estimation of the tracking and particle ID systematic errors, in addition 
to that on the number of BB meson pairs produced, were high in the first run data as 
a result of the relative level of unfamiliarity with the detector and the PEP-TI machine 
environment. In addition, the estimation of the systematic errors on the ratio A for 
each mode, which were obtained from the background characterisations of the  MES 
and LE distributions, were conservative due to the poor fits obtained as a result of 
the low event statistics in these rare decays. 
The statistical and systematic errors of these measurements will be improved with 
more data and with more experience with the BABAR detector and PEP-IT machine 
conditions, respectively. Currently, there is over 80 fb 4 of on-resonance data available 
for analysis from the BA.BAR experiment, which would improve the statistical error on 
the measurements presented here by approximately a factor of two. 
Increased data will also allow searches for the mentioned CP violation effects in the 
decays B° -4 0A.'so and B° — K*+lr_. An initial measurement of the CP violation 
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parameter sin 2/3 with the decay B° -* OK SO , using approximately 80 fb' of on-
resonance data, was presented in July 2002 by the BABAR experiment, with the result 
sin 2/3 = —0.19iig(stat.) ± 0.09(syst.) [63]. This result is limited by the low statistics 
of the decay B° -f OKSO and will improve in accuracy with more data. The latest 
result with the decay B° -p JIV)K SO is sin 20 = 0.741 ± 0.067(stat.) ± 0.033(syst.) [19]. 
A significant difference between the measurements of sin 2/3 using these two decays, 
may signify new physics in the penguin loop of the single penguin contribution to 
B ° -4 OKSO.  
Recent charge asymmetry searches in B -+ Kir decays are consistent with the existence 
of no direct CP violation [34, 64, 65, 66]. Table 7.2 shows the results from the BABAR, 
CLEO, and Belle experiments. With more data, similar studies may be undertaken 
using the B° -* K*+lr_ mode. 
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